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Given the potential of technology to enhance teaching and learning, there is little
surprise that schools have been investing in technology. Unfortunately, technology has
been and continues to be an expensive and ongoing investment. Recent federal mandates
and public demand have led to increasing pressures on schools to show results and to
justify such heavy expenses as technology. Sandy Grove Elementary has followed
national trends in its recognition of technology's potential, its increasing investment, and
its need to justify this expense with hard evidence. Sandy Grove is still in the early stages
of its evaluation process and currently there is little hard data on the impact of program
efforts on teaching and learning. This purpose of this study, then, is to gather an early
assessment of where Sandy Grove stands in its current efforts to integrate technology into
the classroom, what impact these efforts were having on teachers and students, and what
is needed to move forward. In order to assess the technology needs of Sandy Grove
Elementary, a survey of Sandy Grove's educators was conducted using School
Technology Needs Assessment (STNA). Findings from the survey suggest that while the
technology resources are in place, the human resources have yet to be fully developed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Problem Background
When considering the potential for increased student motivation, unique
technological capabilities, new instructional approaches, increased teacher productivity,
and acquisition of required skills for the 21 st century (Roblyer, 2004; Milken Exchange,
1998), there is little doubt as to why investment in and use of technology is becoming a
primary concern for educators around the country. In a Retrospective on Twenty Years of
Educational Technology Policy, Culp (2003) found that policy makers responsible for

educational reform frequently cited technology as a "catalyst for change", a means to
meet the "persistent challenges to delivery, management and support of effective learning
experiences", and that "the economical and social shifts that have made technology skills
critical to the future employment of today's students, and more broadly, to the
importance of technology innovation to maintaining the economic and political
dominance of the United States globally" (p. 5). Among educators themselves, there is a
growing consensus on the importance of technology as a tool for teaching and learning
(CDW-G, 2006).
Policy changes over the last 25 years have also highlighted technology's growing
importance across the educational community. In response to "concern about 'the
widespread public perception that something is seriously remiss in our educational

system'" a 1983 report titled A Nation at Risk recommend computer science as one of the
five "New Basics" (U.S. Deptartment of Education, 1983). Since then, emphasis
concerning educational technology has shifted from technology as a distinct content area
to technology as a ubiquitous tool used by administrators, teachers and students (U.S.
Deptment of Education, 1996). Additional pressures from legislation, most notably the
No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, have required states and districts to develop
technology plans as a component of federal funding and to devote 25% of those funds to
technology related professional development. (U.S. Department of Education, Office of
Elementary and Secondary Education, 2002).
Whether motivated by the potential benefits of technology as a tool for teaching
and learning; spurred on by federal, state and local policies and mandates; or influenced
by the desire to make a "symbolic, political gesture" to signal "power and modernity"
(Cuban, 2001, pp. 158-159), school's investment in technology has been enormous.
"Between 1995 and 2001, federal expenditures on educational technology increased from
$21 to $729 million." (O'Dwyer, Russell, & Bebell, 2003). In 2004, it was estimated that
K-12 schools would spend more than $5 billion dollars on educational technology, with
two thirds of that money on hardware purchases alone (Bushweller, 2004). According to
a report by Benton Foundation (2003, p. 7): "In the last decade, the federal, state, and
local governments have invested over $40 billion to put computers in schools and
connect classrooms to the Internet."
A natural result of this investment, at least on paper, has been increased access to
technology for both teachers and students. In less than a decade, the ratio of students to
computers with Internet access was nearly three times greater, with 12. l students sharing
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a computer in 1998, down to 3.8 students per computer in 2004. (Greene, Lewis, &
Wells, 2006). Likewise, nearly 100% of schools have access to the Internet, with 97%
using broadband connections. In 2005, the number of schools that provided teachers or
students with handheld computers nearly doubled from the previous year, accounting for
19% of schools that have invested in handhelds. And 10% of schools dissatisfied with
even a 4 to 1 ratio of students to computers, invested in laptops for students to borrow in
an ever expanding one to one movement. However, as noted in a publication by the
National Center for educational statistics, "It is important to remember ... that in general
the presence of physical hardware in a classrooms says little about whether and how it is
used in instruction" (U.S. Department of Education, 2002).
Contrary to the ubiquitous use by educators and students that one would expect to
follow from this heavy investment in technology, critics such as Cuban have recognized
that even in technology rich schools with "abundant access to information technologies"
teachers have made "infrequent and limited use of classroom computers" and those
teachers who did frequently use technology in their classroom "largely continued their
customary practice" and adapted new technologies "merely to sustain old practices"
(Cuban, 2001, p. 97). In 1998, a national survey of over 4,000 teachers on teacher and
teacher-directed student use of classroom computers, it was found that while computers
were becoming a common tool in teacher's professional lives, roughly just one third of
classroom teachers assigned computer related activities to student on a regular basis
(Becker, Ravitz, & Wong, Teacher and teacher directed use of computers and software,
1999). Seven years later in 2006, a smaller scale survey found that just slightly more than
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one-third of teachers reported that they integrated technology into their instruction on a
daily basis (CDW-G, 2006).
These criticisms by Cuban, as well as doubts raised by many others throughout
the educational community about the worth and effectiveness of this investment in
educational technology, may perhaps have been the cause for policy makers and
proponents of technology in Washington to provide recommendations for capitalizing on
this enormous investment and increasing presence of technology in schools in order to
avoid the pitfalls and problems cited by educational technology's critics. According to
Culp (2003), recommendations from educational technology policy documents over the
last 20 years have targeted "increased access, connectivity, and requisite infrastructure ...
more, sustained, high quality professional-development and overall support for teachers"
and " ... increase( d) funding from multiple sources" as key components for supporting
and sustaining educational technologies. Additionally, former President Clinton in his
1996 Technology Literacy Challenge cited hardware, connectivity, digital content and
professional development as the "four pillars" for supporting technology integration in
schools (as cited in CEO Forum, 1997). This recognition that the effective use of
technology for teaching and learning is a multifaceted and complex issue problem has led
to the development of national, state and district technology plans; a number of
technology integration models; as well as technology policies and standards for
administrators, teachers and students all with the underlying goal of ensuring that such
large scale investments payoff (McNabb, Hawkes, & Rouk, 1999).
The state of North Carolina is no exception to this ongoing trend in educational
technology, and education in general, of increased emphasis on accountability and the
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adoption of measures for the planning, implementation and evaluation to ensure that
educational technology is having the desired impact. In accordance with North Carolina
law GSI lSC-102.6, the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction (NCDPI), as
well as individual public school districts, have developed technology plans with the aim
of "enhancing teaching and learning" through technology. Likewise, the state of North
Carolina has developed the IMPACT model which provides guidelines for the planning,
implementation and evaluation of library media and instructional technology programs.
This model, an initiative funded through NCLB Enhancing Education Through
Technology (EETT) grant, was developed as part of a larger initiative called LANCET
(Looking at North Carolina Educational Technology) whose aim was to provide research
and evaluation of the implementation and impact of educational technology sub-grants
such as the IMPACT model (Com, 2006).
In summary, the potential of technology to improve teaching and learning and
prepare students for an increasingly digital age has resulted in large technology
investments by schools. This investment has raised concerns about the actual returns in
the forms of improved teaching and learning. With technology implementation in schools
having been recognized as a multi-faceted and complex issue, policy-makers and
organizations have provided recommendations for increasing the returns on this
investment, while educators at the state and local levels have developed plans and
adopted technology integration models. The purpose of these efforts, whether at the
national, state or local level, is to help schools effectively leverage the potential of
instructional technologies in order to ensure that the impact on teaching and learning is
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proportional to the amount invested. The question for schools is no longer should we
adopt technology, but how do we best adapt.
Problem Statement
Like many districts around the country, Hoke County Schools in North Carolina
has followed national trends with its investment in educational technologies. As part of
Hoke County Schools, Sandy Grove Elementary is at the forefront and has recently made
substantial financial investments in educational technologies with the aims of improving
student achievement and teacher practice through the use of these technologies.
Currently, however, data on areas related to the use of educational technology is needed
to guide planning efforts and decision making in order to ensure that this investment is
having the desired impact on teaching and learning. Sandy Grove Elementary is at a
starting point in this evaluation process and is seeking to identify areas in need of
intervention, whether though professional development, changes in policies or practice,
or increased support.
Technology Setting
Sandy Grove Elementary is a large, P-5 elementary school located in a rural
setting near Lumber Bridge, North Carolina. In terms of technology, Sandy Grove would
be considered by many to be a high-tech school. At the heart of the school is a large
media center flanked by two computer labs with recently updated desktops for individual
student use. Each lab has a full time staff member responsible for teaching a classroom of
students during resource time. Computer labs schedules are made at the beginning of the
year with each class receiving two 45-minute sessions using Classworks, a computer6

based instructional software program that consists of individualized lesson plans modeled
after a direct instructional format. All software applications, including Microsoft Office
Suite, a library catalogue and testing software, are accessed on a local area network and
available from any computer with internet access. Access to the lab for activities outside
of this structured software program is limited to a few remaining time slots that are used
on an as needed basis. In K-3, classrooms have a minimum of two "Waterford"
computers used only for supplemental reading practice throughout the day as part of the
federally funded Reading First program. In some cases there is the presence of an
additional computer for student use. Classroom computers in the upper grades vary by
teacher, but most teachers have a minimum of two computers as well. Additionally,
SmartBoards, an interactive whiteboard tool, have recently been installed in nearly every
classroom this past year with the remaining classrooms receiving their SmartBoard at the
beginning of the 2008-2009 school year.
Purpose of this Study
The purpose of this study is to gather information in order to: 1) assess the school
technology needs of Sandy Grove Elementary; 2) provide baseline data to determine
growth and to measure the success of future initiatives and; 3) provide recommendations
for future planning of technology related professional development, policies, or resource
allocation.
Significance of Study
According to the IMPACT guidelines for media and technology programs (Public
Schools of North Carolina, 2005), it is recommended that a readiness assessment be
7

conducted to determine if the conditions required implement the IMPACT model are in
place. As part of the readiness assessment, it is suggested that a staff needs assessment be
conducted in order to "determine their readiness to utilize technology and information in
a collaborative environment." Additionally, both the Hoke County Schools and the
NCDPI technology plans have incorporated a technology needs assessment as a strategy
to address strategic priorities for school improvement. Currently, there is very little
concrete data regarding the technology needs of Sandy Grove Elementary teachers or the
extent to which they are using technology to support teaching and learning. Given the
amount of investment Sandy Grove Elementary has recently made in hardware purchases
for classroom technology, there will be the expectation for concrete evidence that this
technology is being used to improve teaching and learning.
Research Questions
The impetus for this research began with several questions the researcher had
when observing technology use by teachers and students at Sandy Grove Elementary.
The first of which was how teachers and students within the building were using
technology and how often. Another question was what the school could do better to
promote the use of technology to improve teaching and learning.
For the purpose of this study, the above questions were narrowed down and
clarified based on a review of the literature and the chosen methodology for this study.
The following questions are intended to examine to the current status of technology use
and implementation and to elicit information regarding the technology needs of Sandy
Grove Elementary:
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1. What environmental factors do educators feel are either supporting or impeding
the use of technology?
2. In which areas do educators feel they would benefit from technology professional
development?
3. How do educators feel about the quality of current technology professional
development efforts?
4. How frequently do educators feel that technology is being effectively used to
support teaching and learning?
5. What do educators feel is the impact that technology is having on teacher practice
and learner outcomes?
Definition of Terms
Needs Assessment- A form of decision-oriented evaluation that "compares the current
status and values of an educational system with the desired outcomes." The purpose of
needs assessment is to "identify the context, provide baseline data of the
accomplishments of the site, and identifies unmet needs." (McMillan & Schumacher,
2006, p. 444)
Educational Technology- "Educational computing and technology encompasses
knowledge about and use of computers and related technologies in (a) delivery,
development, prescription, and assessment of instruction; (b) effective uses of computers
as an aid to problem solving; (c) school and classroom administration; (d) educational
research; (e) electronic information access and exchange; (f) personal and professional
productivity; and (g) computer science education." (International Society for Technology
in Education (ISTE), 2002)
9

Technology Integration- " ... the incorporation of technology resources and technology
based practices into the daily routines, work, and management of schools." (U.S.
Department of Education, 2002, p. 75)
Technology Professional Development- "learning activities of all kinds for school staff
that prepare them to use technology in the school setting: Included under the tern, are
activities such as the following:
•

familiarization with the operation of equipment and software:

•

development of proficiency in the use of the technology "tools·' to carry out

•

school tasks:

•

the application of software and applications to the management of school

•

activities, whether instructional or administrative: and

•

the integration of technology into teaching, learning, and administrative
processes." (U.S. Depaitment of Education, 2002)

Technology Resources- Technology resources are computers and specialized software,
network based communication systems, and other equipment and infrastructure. Practices
include collaborative work and communication, Internet-based research, remote access to
instrumentation, network-based transmission and retrieval of data, and other methods.
(U.S. Department of Education, 2002, p. 75)
Assumptions
Due to precautions taken to minimize self presentation bias, it is assumed that
teachers answered questionnaire items as honestly as possible.
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Organization of Study
The remainder of this study is organized into to four chapters. Chapter Two
provides a review of the literature on needed program strategies for technology
implementation to be successful, desired outcomes for technology use by teachers and
students, and expected shifts in teaching practice and student learning as a result of
technology use. Chapter Three provides the methodology used to address the research
questions and purpose of this study as stated above. Chapter Four presents the results
related to each research question. Chapter Five presents a summary of the research,
finding related to the original purpose of this study, recommendations based on the
researcher's findings, limitations of the study and areas for future research.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Based upon the recommendations at the state and district level, the researcher
decided upon the School Technology Needs Assessment (STNA) instrument in order to
determine the school's technology needs. As a result, the literature review was
conducted after the selection of the instrumentation and research design, as opposed to
conducting a review of the literature prior to the design and methodology for determining
constructs and factors related to the technology needs of a school in order to develop an
instrument to measure these needs. The purpose of this literature review, then, is to build
upon the work conducted by Com (2006) by elaborating and deepening the justification
for the constructs, subconstructs, and factors chosen by research at UNCG for use in the
School Technology Needs Assessment.
The reference matrix for the STNA developed by Com (2006), and to be
discussed further in the literature review, supplies a solid foundation for determining
what a school a school needs in order to plan and improve upon the use of technology for

teaching and learning. However, much of the cited material referenced by Corn is limited
to secondary sources from experts in the field which, although lending credibility to
survey items and helping to validate STNA constructs, fail to explain why these needs are
vital if a school sincerely wishes to integrate technology into teaching and learning. And
12

so, the second purpose of this literature review is to not only relate what is needed by
schools for technology use based upon the recommendation of leading authorities in the
field, but to also explain why these components are necessary with an understanding that
such knowledge may prove useful in interpreting the results of this study and guiding
recommendations for future technology initiatives.
The organization of the following literature review is based upon the constructs
and subconstructs identified by the SERVE Center of the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro and later investigated and validated by Com (2006). The review uses the
STNA as a framework and follows the logic model developed by Com (Figure 1). The
first two constructs, "Supportive Environment for Technology Use" and "Professional
Development" fall within the realm of technology program strategies taken at the school
and district level in order to help achieve the desired outcomes that fall under the two
remaining constructs "Teaching and Learning" and "Impact of Technology" which take
place at the classroom level. The relationship between theses constructs is shown in the
logic model below.
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Figure 1
Logic Model of the Constructs Included in STNA
School Technology
Pr ogr.·un Str,ltegies
Provide a Supportive
Environment for
Technology Use
Provide High Quality,
Targeted Professional
Development

School Technology Program Outcomes

Appropriate Use of
Technology for
Teaching and
Learning
Learning
Outcomes

Source: Com, J., (2008). Investigating the quality of the school technology needs
assessment (STNA) 3.0: A validity and reliability study . (Unpublished
dissertation, North Carolina State University, 2008). Reprinted with permission.
This multi-level approach to assessing factors, or strategies, which influence the
use of technology is supported in the literature by the work done at Boston College by
O'Dwyer, Russel, & Bebell (2004) through the USEiT Study, a three-year study of
technology use, support, and impact across 22 districts located throughout Massachusetts.
In this study researchers concluded that variables at multiple levels of the school's
organizational structure impacted instructional uses of technology. Researchers found
that at the elementary level, factors such as professional development, availability of
technology resources, pressure from administration, and other school and district level
factors were strong predictors of the frequency and type of use by teachers and students
(O'Dwyer, Russel, & Bebell, 2004).
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Supportive Environment for Technology Use
For better or worse, in today's educational environment of accountability, the
destination is as equally as important as the journey, and often that destination is fixed.
As contrary to popular wisdom as this may seem, there is a body of evidence that suggest
that for technology integration to be successful in schools, knowing where your are going
and how to get there is essential (Byrom & Bingham, 2001; Cradler & Bridgforth, 2002;
Silverstein, Fretchling, & Miyaoka, 2000). Regardless of who is at the wheel, if the
destination is unclear, the route unplanned, maintenance neglected, or the money to get
there insufficient, the destination will not be reached. The same applies to reaching a
school's goals for technology. Without clear vision for technology, a long term plan,
adequate financing and infrastructure, strong support, and access to hardware and
software, technology efforts will meet with limited success. And all of these things, as
discovered through decades of trial and error, require a system wide effort.
Effectively incorporating technology into teaching and learning is process that
requires the support of the entire learning community; a community that extends from
teacher in the classroom to the principal, the superintendent and beyond. There is a
consensus among authorities in educational technology that a number of environmental
conditions at multiple system levels can impact technology use and the implementation of
technology programs and initiatives (Byrom & Bingham, 2001; Milken Exchange, 1998;
Kelly & Thomas, 2002; U.S. Department of Education, 2002; North Central Regional
Education Laboratory, 2000; ISTE, 2002). O'dwyer et al. (2004) recognized that past
research had neglected to measure contextual factors at the school and district level that
may impact technology use, factors which they found to influence how and to what
15

extent technology was used. Although a number of essential conditions have been
identified by organizations such as the International Society of Technology in Education
(ISTE), the STNA has been organized under the following subconstructs to be discussed
further:
1) vision and leadership
2) organizational conditions
3) flexible scheduling
4) infrastructure

5) staff support
6) media and software.

Vision and Leadership
Based on years of experience providing technical assistance and professional
development, Byrom and Bingham (2001) concluded, "leadership is probably the single
most important factor affecting the successful integration of technology into schools" (p.
4). A survey of the literature on school technology integration reveals a number of
frequently cited components of effective technology leadership including: developing and
communicating a shared vision for technology use, modeling the effective use of
technology use by administration, administrative support of changes in policies and
practices, providing teacher incentives, and hiring practices that consider technological
literacy and leadership as criteria for selection (Baylor & Ritchie, 2002; CEO Forum,
1999; Kelly & Thomas, 2002; Milken Exchange, 1998; Byrom, 2007; ISTE, 2002; U.S.
Department of Education, 2002: Frazier & Bailey, 2004).
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The U.S. Department of Education (2002) states that "vision pertains to what is
expected from technology overall" (p. 10). A shared vision according to the ISTE, is
defined as the "presence of proactive leadership" with a "common understanding of the
institution's goals" (p. 20). Additionally, this shared vision must be developed by
educational stakeholders, those with a vested interest in student achievement (U.S.
Department of Education, 2002; ISTE, 2002; Milken Exchange, 1998; Public Schools of
North Carolina, 2005; North Central Regional Education Laboratory, 2000). In other
words, it is believed that expectations for how and to what end technology is to be used
by staff and students, expectations that are developed by stakeholders and shared among
the entire learning community, are necessary for the successful implementation of
technology in schools.
In a quantitative study of 94 classrooms from four different states in different
geographic regions of the country, Baylor and Ritchie (2002) investigated factors that
facilitated perceived student learning in technology using classrooms. Through structured
interviews with teachers and administrators, they found that student content acquisition
(the acquisition of factual information) through technology was predicted by the strength
of technology leadership at schools. In this study, strong technology leadership was
operationalized both as the presence of incentives as well a technology using role-model,
such as a principal, and the ability of the principal to "work with the school community to
formulate, articulate, and communicate a school's vision" (p. 397). Although strong
leadership was not found to influence the use of technology to promote higher-order
thinking skills (HOTS), the positive influence on content acquisition "serves as an
effective way to provide remediation when... basic skills and knowledge are missing" (p.
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400). Additionally, the researchers concluded that strong technology leaders tended to
promote technology through the use recognition and incentives.
A qualitative case study of a North Carolina elementary school revealed findings
similar to those by Baylor and Ritchie and supports the claims made about the importance
of effective leadership on technology implementation. Through in-depth interviews,
direct observations of staff members, document and website reviews, Camp (2007)
concluded that the principal's strong leadership was a key factor in the successful
implementation of an IMPACT grant by an "exemplary school for technology use".
Echoing Byrom and Bingham's (2001) lessons learned regarding factors that influence
technology use from their work with SEIR-TEC intensive sites, Camp's case study of an
exemplary technology-using school demonstrates that the principal's ability to facilitate
the development of a shared vision, to model effective uses of technology and to support
change were essential factors that contributed to the success of the IMPACT grant and
their status as an exemplary school. In addition, support and incentives were offered in
the form of graduate coursework tuition, policy changes related to planning time, as well
as additional technology resources and staff. Hiring practices were also aligned to the
vision created for the grant as the principal selected new staff that shared a similar views
and beliefs in the promises of technology.
Baylor and Richie (2002) suggest that the presence of a strong technology leader
may lead to a wider incorporation of technology into the classroom if teachers and
students perceive that it is valued and used by administrators. This suggestion was
confirmed by Camp (2007) who maintained that the principal's commitment to the
vision, his modeling of effective practices, and his support of teachers was a key
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ingredient to fostering teacher buy-in, consequently leading to greater collaboration
among staff and openness to change, the two single variables that Baylor and Ritchie
(2002) found to be predictors of technology integration. Without this shared vision,
Brockheirner found that principals had difficulty in "achieving the promises that
technology integration holds" (as cited in Camp, 2007, P: 79). In their review of the
literature on the the impact of technology investment on learning, Rinstaff and Kelly
stated that "Researchers found that the most crucial determining factor in whether
teachers who participated in the program successfully integrated technology into their
classroom was the level of support they received from school and district administrators
(Sandholtz et al., 1997). These findings are consistent with research conducted by the
Office of Technology Assessment (1995)."
These studies support what the literature has stated about the importance of vision
and leadership when attempting to integrate technology into schools. Without a clear
vision of how technology is to be incorporated into teaching and learning and the support
of a strong technology leader, school wide technology initiatives such IMPACT will have
difficulty in succeeding.
Organizational Conditions
An old proverb says that, "A vision without a plan is just a dream, a plan without
a vision is just drudgery, but a vision with a plan ... " Perhaps having a plan for
technology is unlikely to change the world, but it is certainly as important for effectively
integrating technology into schools as the support of a strong leader. Without a sound
plan, the necessary resources to carry out this plan, and an evaluation of whether or not
the plan is working, the vision is merely wishful thinking, despite the initial good
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intentions. Perhaps this is what the state of Kentucky had in mind when they became the
first state in the union to fully fund a comprehensive technology plan; or why, in 1994,
state legislators in Ohio required every district to develop a technology plan a
prerequisite to participation in a statewide technology initiative (Milken Exchange,
1998).
Among the U.S. Department of Education's suggestions and guidelines for
helping technology decision makers assess the use and effects of technology in schools is
the key question, "Is there a technology plan?" The authors contend that, "a plan for
technology can maximize the potential of technological innovations while helping to
overcome the challenges of implementation" (U.S. Department of Education, 2002, p.
11). Components of an effective technology plan frequently cited in the literature include
involvement of all stakeholders in the development to promote buy-in and support;
appropriate funding and budgeting; and ongoing assessment and evaluation of the plan
(Barnett, 2001; Anderson, 1996; Byrom & Bingham, 2001; Milken Exchange, 1998;
ISTE, 2002; Roblyer, 2004; Public Schools of North Carolina, 2005).
There is evidence among the research that supports the importance of each of
these components. Baylor and Ritchie (2002) examined technology plans as well as
additional data sources and found that a teacher's openness to change, as measured from
the administrator's perspective by the whether or not the technology use plan promoted
instructional innovation through technology, was found to be a predictor of classroom
technology integration. Based on three separate studies related to technology planning,
Cradler and Bridgforth (2002) concluded that the planning process was an important
factor in the success of technology projects. Camp (2007) studied a North Carolina
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elementary school recognized for exemplary technology use and found that it had
incorporated their technology plan, Title I plan, Crisis Plan and School Improvement Plan
into a single integrated plan. The researcher credited the collaborative development,
implementation and continuous monitoring of this plan to be a factor in the school's
successful implementation of their IMPACT grant and resulted in systematic change.
And in Illinois, evaluators of the state's use and impact of technology in public schools
found that while only half of the schools had developed a technology plan, case studies
revealed that the presence of a technology plan was one of the effective strategies
adopted by high usage schools for maximizing the capacity for teachers and student to
take advantage of the available technologies (Silverstein, Fretchling, & Miyaoka, 2000).
The absense of of any one of these components can result in an additional barrier
to technology use. A study of factors associated with the use of computers in K-4
classsrooms by Robinette (2001) found that, although the school system studied had
made great efforts in providing access to technology resources, technology was used
infrequently and in ways that did not meet full potential of the technology systems in
place, findings smiliar to those of Cuban (2001 ). Based upon the findings, the researcher
recommended not only the development of a system-wide vision for technology use in
the classroom, but emphasized the importance for the district of developing a detailed
plan and timeline to achieve their desired vision that included both an ongoing formative
and summative evaluation process. A case study of three urban elementary schools
revealed that although a program intially funded through a PT3 grant had brought in
technology resources such as equipment, infrastucture, and support staff, teachers and
leaders within one of the schools were concerned that financial cuttbacks and budgetary
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constraints would hinder future projects, continuing professional development, and the
development of a long-term plan (Staples, Pugach, & Himes, 2005).
Robinson (2003) compared four elementary schools' barriers to technology
integration and found that two of theses schools were successful at overcoming barriers
to technology integration due in part to the long range planning during the reform
process. In yet another comparison of school that had and had not been succesful in
integrating technology, the CEO Forum ( 1997) reported that "Low Tech" schools,
schools in which technology integration limited, were "likely to treat the cost of
technology for education as a one-time capital expenditure and to lack long-term
technology plans. These schools may also have received donations of computers without
planning for the maintenance, upgrading and professional development necessary to take
advantage of the technology" (p. 14).
Byrom and Bingham (2001) noticed that some of the same problems occured at
several schools as they were developing their technology plan. One was "a tendency for
one individual or a few people to write the plan, a practice that flies in the face of the
notion of stakeholder buy-in and community involvement" and the other was that "most
plans lack a component for evaluating the success and effectiveness of the program" (p.
6). In schools where teachers and stakeholders were involved in the planning process, it
was found that there was indeed a greater commitment to the implementation of the plan
and was supported by the teachers (Camp, 2007), and vice versa (Robinson, 2003).
According to Cradler (2002), failing to include teachers in the planning process often
resulted in teachers failing to use the technology skills learned during professional
development activities. Without planning the proper budget or funding, a barrier to
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technology use cited by teachers (CDW-G, 2006), creating a long term, sustainable plan
is difficult, a coclusion also reached by the Benton Foundation (2003) in a report on
sustaining technology investments made by schools. Finally, continuous montitoring and
evaluation of the plan ensured that schools not only implement the plan, but that the plan
is working and adjustments to the plan are made when problems arrive.
In summary, having a long term plan for technology that has been developed
through the collaboration of stakeholders helps to ensure that organized action is taken to
achieve the schools vision for technology. Ensuring proper funding and budgeting
ensures that the resources are there so the plans goals and objectives can be met. Lastly,
monitoring and evaluation of the plan ensures that plan is effective.
Infrastructure
Perhaps the most intuitively obvious need for schools to utilize technology is
simply the presence of and access to the technology resources themselves. Some of the
key questions identified by the U.S. Department of Education (2002) for assessing
technology in schools ask whether the equipment is present, is it available to staff and
students, and are personnel available to proved technical support. The state of North
Carolina has likewise provided access and infrastructure guidelines for successfully
implementing technology in schools through its IMPACT Model for Media and
Technology Programs adopted through the state's technology plan (Public Schools of
North Carolina, 2007). These include providing technology resources, providing barrier
free access to technology resources, and providing support staff to maintain equipment
and assist with technical questions. The importance of these components is further
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documented in the literature (ISTE, 2002; North Central Regional Education Laboratory,
2000; Milken Exchange, 1998; Benton Foundation, 2003).
Studies support the obvious: if there is no technology present, or the technology
is sufficiently out of date to meet the school's needs, then there little chance that it will be
used for teaching and learning. Although it is common for schools today to have a shared
computer lab with a computer for each student, availability of the computers is often
extremely limited due to scheduling, leaving teachers to rely on classroom availability to
technology resources for computer use. Unfortunately, it is not uncommon for classrooms
to be limited to a single computer (Norris, Sullivan, Poirot, & Soloway, 2003). With
computer lab availability often limited for use just once or twice a week, this restricts
teachers and students to what is available primarily in the classroom. In a study of
characteristics associated with five specific uses of educational technology, O'Dwyer,
Russel & Bebell (2005) found that increased availability of technology was significant
for predicting four of the five technology uses studied and was likely to result in
increased use of technology for delivering instruction, increased teacher-directed use of
technology by students during class time, increased teacher-directed use of technology by
students to create products, and increased use by teachers for class preparation. In fact,
Norris et al. (2003) asserted that a minimal student/computer ratio of 4: 1 was necessary
for more than sporadic use of technology. In the elementary classroom, Becker, Ravitz, &
Wong (1999) found that of those with a 4:1 ratio, 67% of teachers were likely to use
computers frequently with their students and even those with little to no computers were
more likely than upper level grades to use computers with their students, likely due to
increased time spent with students and access to computer labs.
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Flexible Scheduling
Simply having computers present in a school, however, does not guaranteed that
they will actually be used or have an impact on teaching and learning. Surveying teachers
across the country, Norris, Sullivan, Poirot, & Soloway (2003) concluded that the reason
for this is a simply a lack of access to available computers. Aside from a very limited
number of computers in classrooms, nearly 64% had one or no classroom computer,
nearly the same percentage reported having access to the schools computer lab either
only once per week if that. Interestingly enough, Becker (2001) found that secondary
teachers with ready access to classroom computers, 5-8 in a classroom, were more than 3
times as likely have their students use computers than those who used the computer lab,
despite having a fewer computers per student. Becker argued that "scheduling of whole
classes at wide intervals determined well in advance of (academic) need ... makes it
almost impossible for computers to be integrated as research, analytic, and
communicative tools in the context of the central academic work of an academic class."
(p. 3). This is inline with the IMPACT guideline for providing teachers with flexibly
access computer labs to ensure that computers are available when needed. This open
access, Sugar (2007) found, allowed computer labs to be used more frequently by those
wishing to integrate technology into the curriculum.
Staff Support
Availability and access aside, teachers need ready access to technical support and
reliable equipment (Milken Exchange, 1998; CEO Forum, 1999; North Central Regional
Education Laboratory, 2000). Unfortunately, Ronnkvist, Dexter, and Anderson (2000)
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reported that very few schools have a single full-time school level computer coordinator
or technician, the recommended minimum for North Carolina schools according the
state's technology plan (Public Schools of North Carolina, 2007). In a review of the
research, Ringstaff & Kelly (2002) found lack of technical support to be a major barrier
to technology use and noted that even teachers who enjoy using computers will stop
using technology if the equipment becomes unreliable. Rogers (2000) found that with
limited technical support, the likelihood of technology integration decreases if teachers
view the technology as unreliable.
Media and Software
When the resources are available, the use of media and software to enhance
learning can have positive affects on learning. A report by the CEO Forum (1997)
comparing schools across the nation using the School Technology and Readiness (STAR)
assessment found that in America's "Low Tech" schools, most computers available to
students lack sufficient memory and processor speed to use common web browsers or
access multimedia content. In a review of the research on the impact of technology of
student learning, Ringstaff & Kelly (2002) found schools using computer assisted
instructional software showed gains in student achievement as measured by standardized
tests. They noted, however, that it was shortsighted focus only on learning "from"
computers.
Professional Development
Even during the early stages of technology's increasing presence in schools,
professional development was acknowledged by the Clinton administration as one of the
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"four pillars" of the Technology Literacy Challenge for improving 21st century education
through the use of technology (CEO Forum, 1997). Following this administration, the
importance of professional development was also duly noted by the Bush administration
as schools were required to devote at least 25% of federal funding from formula or
competitive technology grants to training and professional development (State
Educational Technology Directors Association (SETDA), 2007). As a result, SEDTA's
National Trends Report 2007 found an increase in the use and sophistication of
technology professional development for schools across the country.
If there is any doubt about the necessity of this professional development, in a
review of the literature and research on the impact of technology on student achievement,
Ringstaff & Kelly (2002) concluded that technology training, i.e. professional
development, was one of several "key conditions" that are needed for technology to
improve education. But as with the infrastructure and access component of a Supportive
Environment for Technology Use, the simple presence of professional development is not
enough to ensure that technology is used appropriately by staff and students or that it will
have the desired impact on teaching practices and student learning. For technology
professional development to be effective it should first of all be needed; secondly, it
should also be relevant, timely, and ongoing; and lastly, it should be evaluated through
both formative and summative assessments.
McKenzie (1999) contends that "professional development is the most effective
insurance policy against the screensaver disease," (p. 6) and argues that using surveys
and assessment to guide planning by identifying teachers' wants and needs, and
deemphasizing the one size fits all approach is needed in order to see a return on our
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learning return on our technology investments. There is some support in the literature to
McKenzie's contention. Rubin found that there was a relationship between the how well
teachers embraced concepts during a professional development workshop and the extent
to which they assisted in determining topics for in-service technology training topics ( as
cited in Baylor & Ritchie, 2002, p. 398), suggesting that teacher input is important to
increasing the effectiveness of the professional development. In a qaulitative study on an
exemplary technology using school, Camp (2007) concluded that among other factors,
the use of prioritized needs based on a needs assessment promoted teacher buy-in and
contributed to the success of the program's technology initiatives.
A lesson learned by staff member of the SouthEast Initiatives Regional
Technology in Education Consortium (SEIR *TEC) as they provide technical assistance
and professional development to underserved schools, is that teachers need "on-site and
on-demand assistance" (Byrom & Bingham, 2001). This assistance may come in different
forms of professional development such teacher-trainers, mentors, study-groups,
workshops, or more traditional forms such as in-service training. But the lesson is that
professional development needs to be timely. In a mixed-method study on the impact of
statewide technology program on student achievement in West Virgina, researchers cited
comprehensive and timely staff development as a key component in the programs success
(Mann, Shakeshaft, Becker, & Kottkamp, 1999).
Building upon the 10-year Apple Classrooms of Tommorw (ACOT) project,
Sandholtz, Ringstaff & Dwyer conducted a study comparing teacher development
programs and concluded that when teachers are learning to integrate technology into their
classrooms, authentic learning tasks and hands-on learning were among the most
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important features. Byrom & Bingham (200 l) reached a similar conclusion based on
SEIR *TEC' s work with professional development in site-intensive schools and found
that "teachers have a difficult time applying technology skills in the classroom unless
there is a direct linkage with the curriculum, teaching strategies, or improvements in
achievement" (p. 11). Unfortunately, Sandholtz (2001) noted that professional
development opportunities are often limited to "fundamental computer operation rather
than preparation on how to use technology as a teaching tool and how to integrate it
across the curriculum" (p. 350).
Roblyer and Erlanger summarized their findings from the literature on what
makes teacher training programs most effective and found that "traditional models of
staff development, particularly 'one-shot' inservice training for the entire faculty, are
ineffective for teaching skills and for helping teachers develop methods to use computers
as instructional tools" (as cited in Roblyer, 2004). Sugar & Kester (2007) noted from
their literature review that continual professional development was a "necessary and
critical factor" (p. 16) to preparing teachers to successfully use technology in the
classroom. The researchers later asserted in their mixed method case-study of four
IMP ACT Model schools that continual and staff development workshops were essential
to the programs success. This assertion was based on the success of two elementary
schools whose regularly scheduled workshops which focused on aligning technology-rich
projects to the state curriculum standards led to successful technology integration. In
contrast, the two middle schools studied held infrequent workshops where teachers
learned about new technology in a piecemeal approach. Sadly, the majority of teachers
report that even technology professional development that focused on basic computer
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skills training rather than technology integration was too short in duration and too limited
to be helpful (National Center for Education Statistics, 1999).
Evaluation is also an important component to professional development.
McKenzie ( 1999) provides a number of reasons for "gauging return" on professional
development. Not only do schools need to determine what is or is not working and what
needs changing, but they also need to show their stakeholders that their investment in
professional development is having the desired impact on teacher practice and student
learning. One of the findings by Byrom et. al. (2007) was that teachers are "generally less
than enthusiastic about doing evaluation for the sake of accountability or research, but if
they believe that a particular innovation or strategy will benefit their students, they are
more likely to be willing to actively participate in its evaluation" (p. 4).
Teaching and Leaming
The following section of the literature review focuses on teacher and student uses
of technology to support teaching and learning and discuss what teachers and students
need to know and be able to do in order for technology to become an effective tool for
supporting teaching and learning. This section moves beyond the conditions necessary for
simply the utilization of technology and attempts to examine exactly how teachers and
students need to use technology if it is going to have the desired impact on teaching
practices and student learning. This section stems from the previous section in that, if the
environment is supportive of technology use, and professional development has been
adequate to meet the technology needs of staff, the result should be a cadre of teacher and
students able to demonstrate the knowledge and skills outlined in this section.
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Much of the work in this field has been conducted by the International Society for
Technology in Education (ISTE) whose mission is to" ... improve teaching and learning
by advancing the effective use of technology in education." (International Society for
Technology in Education, 2007, p. 3) Part of this mission has been achieved through the
development of the National Educational Technology Standards (NETS) for teachers
(NETS-T) and students (NET-S). These standards, in use by nearly every state
(International Society for Technology in Education, 2003), provide technology standards
for teachers, students, administrators, and technology facilitators as well as performance
indicators for measuring observable outcomes.
The NETS-T (Appendix C) is divided into six broad categories with specific
standards for each category as well as performance indicators to provide concrete
examples of demonstrate proficiency for each standard. According to the NETS-T,
teachers should be able to:
1) demonstrate a sound understanding of technology operations and concepts
2) plan and design effective learning environment and experiences supported by
technology
3) maximize learning by through curriculum plans that that included methods and
strategies for applying technology
4) apply technology to assess and evaluate teaching and learning
5) use technology to enhance productivity and practices and
6) understand and apply understanding of social, legal and ethical issues surround
uses of technology in PK-12 settings.
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At the time of this research, the NETS-T was currently under revision and the
updated standards for teachers were to be released in the summer of 2008. As a result,
the standards developed in 2000 were used to define teacher technology competencies
and were also used to develop the survey items of the School Technology Needs
Assessment instrument (STNA).
The NETS-S (Appendix D) is also divided into six broad categories with specific
standards for each category as well as performance indicators. According to the NETS-S,
students should be able to use technology to:
1) demonstrate creativity and innovation
2) communicate and collaborate
3) gather, evaluate and use information
4) demonstrate critical thinking skills solve problems and make decisions
5) apply understanding of social, legal and ethical issues related to technology
6) demonstrate a sound understanding of technology concepts, systems and
operations
Like the NETS-T, these standards have recently undergone a revision from its
earlier 1998 version to place more of an emphasis on using technology to promote higher
order thinking skills (HOTS) and less on the technology itself.
Impact of Technology
Finally, following the logic model developed by Com (figure 1), a supportive
environment for technology, coupled with quality professional development should
influence appropriate uses of technology by teachers and students and ultimately result in
expected shifts towards improved instructional practices and student learning found in the
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literature. Com's (2008) review of such literature found that as a result of using
technology, "examples of expected shifts include instructional practices that are student
centered and interactive, and emphasize student uses of technology for project-based or
cooperative learning" (p. 26). As a result of these technology related changes in teacher
practice, Com contends that we should expect to see students who are more socially
aware, confident, and positive about their future; are independent learners and self
starters; are engaged in their learning; work more collaboratively; and achieve greater
academic success.
Regarding these expected shifts, the Apple Classrooms of Tomorrow (ACOT)
project charted changes in teacher practice and student learning as a result of ready access
to computers and support. This 10-year longitudinal study's goal was to answer this
initial question: "What happens to students and teachers when they have access to
computers whenever they need it?" (Apple Computer, Inc., 1995, p. 4). The ACOT began
by providing teachers and students with a strong supportive environment as outlined
above, as well as quality professional development. Over time, researchers found that as
teachers moved through a series of orderly stages, their practice shifted from teacher
centered, didactic "instruction" to learner-centered, interactive "construction"; from
norm-referenced, multiple-guess to criterion referenced, portfolio and performance-based
assessments; from an emphasis on drill-and-practice uses of technology, to a use of
technology for collaboration, communication, information access and expression. There
were also noted changes in student learning as well. Over time independent researchers
found that students became more socially aware and confident; became independent
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learners and self-starters; worked well collaboratively; and developed a positive
orientation towards the future.
Other studies report similar shifts in both teacher practices and student learning.

In a Report on the Effectiveness of Microcomputers in Schools examining 311 studies
from either professional journals or doctoral dissertations, Sivin-Kachala & Bialo (2000)
found that "students felt more successful in school, were more motivated to learn and had
increased self-confidence and self-esteem when using computer-based instruction" (p.
11). Mann, Shakeshaft, Becker, & Kottkamp (1999) evaluation study of the 8-year "Basic
Skills/Computer Education" (BS/CE) program in West Virginia concluded that the
program had a positive effect on student achievement in reading, writing and math as
measured by standardized test scores.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Research Design
The purpose of this study is to assess the technology needs of Sandy Grove
Elementary as part of a larger effort to determine the future professional development
offerings, measure teacher and student growth, and assess the impact of the school's
technology program on teaching and learning. Because the focus of this study is mainly
to identify areas that need to be addressed, a non-experimental descriptive research
design was chosen to investigate the research questions stated above. A survey
instrument developed by the University of North Carolina Greensboro will be used to
gather quantitative data from classroom teachers at Sandy Grove Elementary.
Nonprobability convenience sampling of the target population will be used with the goal
of obtaining a 90% return rate in order to generalize across the entire population.
Survey Population
The population of this study consisted of full time staff members who work
directly with children in a classroom setting (N=44). This includes full time certified
teachers at the K-5 level (N=3 l); resource teachers including art, music, PE, reading first,
and media and technology specialists (N=7); as well as exceptional children teachers
(N=4). In addition, the principal and vice principal (N=2) were included as it was thought
that their knowledge of teaching and learning from classroom observations would
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provide valuable insight. Of the 44 staff members targeted for the survey, 40 completed
the STNA resulting in a response rate of 91 %, the recommended response rate needed in
order to accurately gauge the school's technology needs as a whole.
Instrumentation
The School Technology Needs Assessment, or STNA, was chosen as the
instrument to collect data for this study based upon the recommendations from the North
Carolina Technology Plan (Public Schools of North Carolina, 2007). In addition, due to
time constrains of the researcher to develop, test, and validate a reliable survey
instrument tailored specifically to the study site, it was thought appropriate to use a
standardized instrument adopted by school districts throughout the state. There was also
the added advantage of having a comparable standard set of data to use for comparison
with other schools.
As part of the Looking at North Carolina Educational Technology (LANCET)
grant, an initiative funded by the U.S. Department of Education through one of ten grants
to study statewide technology programs, STNA was developed in cooperation with
NCDPI by the SERVE Center at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro (UNCG)
and is "intended to assess the collective needs of a school staff related to the use of
technology for teaching and learning" (Com, 2006, p. 4). More specifically, STNA was
piloted, validated and implemented to assist with the formative evaluation of the
[MPACT Model for Media and Technology Programs funded through North Carolina's
EETT grant.
As result of the study conducted by Com investigating the validity and reliability
of STNA, the instrument was further refined and resulted in STNA 3.0, the current
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version of the instrument to be used in this study. STNA 3.0 consists of 86 self-report
Likert-type items measuring teacher's perceptions concerning technology implementation
in schools. These items are organized into the following constructs:
I.

Supportive environment for technology use: Vision and shared leadership
(7 items), Organizational conditions (10 items), Flexible scheduling (3
items), Infrastructure (5 Items), Staff support (3 items), Media and
software (4 items)

II.

Professional development: Instruction (7 items), Planning (8 items),
Professional development quality (7 items)

III.

Teaching and learning: Instruction (7 items), Planning (8 items),
Information and communication technologies (8 items)

IV.

Impact of technology: Teaching practices (4 items), Student outcomes (5
items)
Validity and Reliability

Prior to implementation, the STNA was initially piloted at one of the IMPACT
model schools by staff members (N=70), after which a small focus group (N=10) from
the participants helped to further refine and adjust the beta version resulting in STNA
version 2.0. This version was then piloted once more to test for validity and reliability.
SPSS statistical software package was then used to examine internal consistency
reliability and resulted in Cronbach alpha values greater than .919 or greater for all major
constructs indicating high reliability. Principal factor analysis was use to determine how
items were clustering and provided "strong support for the validity of the constructs
identified within STNA." (Com, 2006)
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Procedure for Data Collection
Prior to implementation of the STNA survey, the researcher contacted the
principal of the school via email (Appendix D) in order to formally request permission to
conduct the study. As recommended in the documentation (SERVE Center at UNC
Greensboro, 2005), staff members were asked to complete the online survey in one of the
two schools computer labs immediately following a staff meeting to help ensure a
minimum 90% response rate. In addition, the opportunity was provided for those teachers
whose schedules did not permit them to participate at that time, to complete the survey
via the email link at a more convenient time. Prior to the meeting, staff members were
sent an email with a link to the online URL where the survey could be accessed. As also
recommended in the STNA documentation, staff members were notified prior to data
collection via email regarding the purpose of the survey, how it relates to the technology
program, and the importance of everyone completing the survey. Staff members were
given instructions on how to access and complete the survey and were reminded that
responses were completely anonymous and would not be used to reward or sanction
teachers, but would be combined with other staff members to determine the collective
technology needs of the school. During data collection, the researcher was present to
assist with any technical difficulties that staff may encounter.
Data Analysis
Results from the respondents are reported as absolute and relative frequencies of
all responses and are be presented as color-coded bar graphs and an attending legend.
The graphs will provide visual summaries of item responses and will provide a "profile"
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for each item. In addition, a narrative is included in order to summarize and organize
these results based on profiles provided in the documentation from the SERVE Center for
using STNA data (SERVE Center, 2007).
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS

The purpose of this study is to assess the technology needs of teachers as part of a
larger effort to determine the future professional development offerings, measure teacher
and student growth, and assess the impact of the school's technology program on
teaching and learning. The study was designed to measure staff perceptions regarding the
major constructs noted in the literature review that have been found to influence
technology use at the K-12 level. The School Technology Needs Assessment (STNA)
developed by the University of North Carolina at Greensboro was used to measure these
staff perceptions.
Results of the survey are presented as they relate to each of the research
questions. A narrative summary of the results, organized by profiles suggested by the
guidelines from the SERVE Center (2007), will be presented first, followed by a graphic
summary of the responses for each survey item as it relates to that particular research
question.
Research Question 1
What environmental factors do educators feel are either supporting or impeding
the use of technology?
In order to address this question, teachers responded to 32 self-report items on a
Likert-type scale in section one of the STNA survey instrument. This section was divided
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into six additional subconstructs found in the literature to influence technology use and
included:
1. vision and leadership
2. organizational conditions
3. flexible access
4. infrastructure
5. staff support
6. media and software
Teachers were asked to respond to statements about each subconstruct on a five
point scale ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree." Analysis of the data in
this has been simplified by the design of the STNA in that one end of the Likert scale is
viewed as "positive", meaning that respondents felt that this technology need has been
adequately addressed as the items for each construct are seen as beneficial to the
implementation of technology in schools, while the other end of the scale is "negative",
meaning that the respondents did not feel this need has been addressed as the absence of
this item has been identified in the literature review as an obstacle to technology
integration.
Vision and Leadership
This subsection of the survey investigated the extent to which teachers felt that
administrators at Sandy Grove Elementary "effectively model and communicate a shared
vision for technology and support education technology innovators" (Com, 2008, p. 23).
To measure teacher perceptions toward vision and leadership at Sandy Grove
Elementary, respondents were asked to respond to 7 items identified in the literature
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review as beneficial to technology integration. Results for each item are presented in
Table 1 below.
Without question, the vast majority (97.5%) of respondents agreed with item 4
which states that the current administration is supportive of organizational change related
to technology. Other areas in which the majority of respondents agreed that the school
environment was supportive for technology was the development of a vision for
technology (72.5%), item 1; the effective modeling of technology practices by
administration (72.5%), item 3; and the hiring of tech savvy teachers (62.5%), item 7.
Although most of the respondents feel positively towards these last three items, the small
number of respondents who do not agree with these statements may warrant further
investigation.
Regarding items 5 and 6, there are clearly more respondents who feel that the
incentives offered to innovators with technology are not adequate than those who do. Of
those surveyed, 21 of the 40 respondents, or 52.5%, felt either neutral or negative towards
the statement that material incentives are being offered, as opposed to 12 respondents
who agreed or strongly agreed with this statement. Likewise, 18 of the 40 respondents
felt either neutral or negative towards the adequacy of nonmaterial incentives compared
to 15 who did. According to guidelines for interpreting STNA (SERVE Center, 2007),
this kind of response distribution in which respondents as a group are either feeling
neutral or negative, "represents an issue that should be an area of concern for building
decision makers" (p. 4). These items are interpreted with caution though, given the fairly
large percentage, 17.5 % and 15% respectively, who responded that they "do not know"
and may warrant further investigation before and decision are made regarding this area.
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Finally, results for item 2 suggest a somewhat divided staff about the issue of
whether or not the vision for technology has been effectively communicated. While 50%,
or half, feel positively towards this item, the remaining half does not. The item makes
interpretation difficult and is an area that requires further investigation.
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Organizational Conditions
This subsection to Supportive Environment for Technology Use investigated the
extent to which educators felt that Sandy Gove Elementary had a "stakeholder-supported
long-range technology plan in place that includes an adequate budget for technology
resources and provision for evaluation of the technology program" (Com, 2008, p. 23).
Ten items were used to gauge the respondents' perceptions toward school organization
conditions that have been found in the literature to be essential components to foster
technology use and integration.
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The results of the subsection "Organizational Conditions" (Table 2) suggest a
number of areas in which the majority of educators believe that the technology needs of
Sandy Grove elementary have been adequately satisfied. Findings show that the majority
of teachers "agree" or "strongly agree" on the following items: that there is in fact a long
term technology plan in place (70%), item 8; that it has been developed through a
collaboration of stakeholders (60%), item 9; that the plan has the support of stakeholders
(77.5%), item 11; supplementary sources of technology funding are being actively
pursued (62.5%), item 14; multiple sources of data are being used to evaluate
technology's impact (55%), item 15; and that technology is being used to communicate
and collaborate with families (77.5%) and the community (65%), items 16 and 17
respectively.
Findings for the remaining items make interpretation difficult. Although more
educators feel "positive" than "negative" towards monitoring and updating of the
technology plan (item 10) and the amount of money budget for implementing plans (item
12) and maintain equipment (item 13), a large number of respondents, indicated they "do
not know", suggesting that a large portion of the staff is not fully informed about these
areas.
These finding suggest that, as a whole, educators at Sandy Grove feel that there is
a stakeholder-developed school technology plan that has the support of teachers, that
funding for technology is being actively pursued, technology's impact is being evaluated,
and technology is being used to communicate with families and the community. Theses
finding also suggest that there is general disagreement or lack of knowledge, about
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whether the budget is sufficient and the plan is being monitored and that further research
is needed to determine whether these needs have truly been satisfied.

Table 2
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Flexible Scheduling
Items under the subconstruct of Flexible Scheduling measures the extent to which
teachers feel that library and technology resources can be flexibly scheduled in order to
ensure maximum access to education and technology resources and that this access is
equitable. Three items were included in this subsection and address the schools need for
flexible and equitable access to the media center, computer lab and mobile computers.
Results from Table 3 indicate general satisfaction with the flexibility of access for
both the media center (item 18) and the computer labs (item 19) with the two clear modes
for both of the data sets being "agree". Although the majority of respondents for both
items, 65% and 57.5% respectively, believe these areas to be adequately addressed, there
are a significant number of respondents who feel that the access to the computer lab
(N= 10) and the media center (N= 10) is not flexible or fair which suggests the need for
additional information to determine why theses respondents feel this way.
Regarding access to mobile computers, there was a great deal of disagreement for
this item and a potential area of concern. Of those surveyed, 21.6% replied that the "do
not know" whether mobile computers can be flexibly scheduled. Despite the mode for
this data set being "agree", there were more respondents who felt neutral to negative
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(N=l6) about this are than those who felt positive (N=l3), suggesting that more of those
are informed enough to respond believe this to be an area of need.
Table 3
Flexible Scheduling
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Infrastructure
This subsection of the STNA measures the degree to which educators feel that
there exists at Sandy Grove Elementary a reliable technology infrastructure that provides
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sufficient hardware and facilitates electronic communication between the entire learning
community. Five items found in the literature to impact technology use were included in
this subsection and address the school's need for access to reliable hardware, internal and
external networks, and assistive devices sufficient for communication and special needs
students.
Finding from the survey indicate that the majority of educators believe the
infrastructure needs of Sandy Grove Elementary have been satisfied. Results from the
survey indicate large peaks for "agree" on each of the five items. The majority of
respondents believed that teacher have sufficient access to computer hardware (62.5%),
item 21; electronic systems for communicating within the school (77.5%) and with the
community (70%) are adequate, items 22 and 23 respectively; the reliability and speed of
external connections are sufficient (75%), item 24. Despite a clear majority for item 21, it
should be noted that 30% of those surveyed were dissatisfied (disagreed or strongly
disagreed) with the availability of hardware. This small faction of teachers (N=l 2) would
constitute the equivalent of two entire grade levels at a school the size of Sandy Grove
and
Despite these overall positive responses, item 25 indicates a potential area of
concern. Although a small majority (52.5%) believe that students with disabilities have
appropriate and adequate access to adaptive and assistive devices, 20% disagreed with
this item and a fairly large percentage (17.5%) who were unaware of whether or not
assistive technology for students with disabilities even exists.
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Table 4
Infrastructure
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Staff Support
This subsection of the survey is intended to address Sandy Grove's needs for
technical support and staff "to mentor and support teachers as they integrate technology
into lessons." (Com, 2008, p. 23). Three items were included in this subsection and
measure the extent to which teachers perceive they have ready access to technical
support, and that the library media coordinator, technology facilitator, and assistant
positions are adequately staffed.
Results from Table 5 indicate general consensus about the adequacy of support
for the position of media coordinator and/or media assistant. Of those surveyed, 60% felt
positively about item 26 suggesting that the majority of educators feel this position has
been adequately staffed.
Findings also indicate nearly equal disagreement about the adequacy of staffing
for technology positions and the adequacy of technical support. For both items 27 and 28,
just slightly more respondents (N=20) felt neutral to negative than those who felt positive
(N= 19), while just one respondent did not know. These finding suggest good awareness
among the respondents about the substance of these items, but the staff is divided on
these two issues.
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Table 5
Staff Support
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Media and Software
This subsection of the STNA reflects to findings from the Access and Support
section of the literature review and addresses the need for teachers to have access to a
"wealth of electronic resources that consider both the needs of the learner and the
curriculum" (Com, 2008, p. 23). Four items were included under this subconstruct and
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were used to measure the extent to which teachers felt that teachers and student had ready
access to productivity tools and media resources, and that teacher had ready access to a
system for finding teaching materials and sleeted them appropriately.
Results from the STNA indicate that the majority of teachers, 60% or greater,
either "agree" or "strongly agree" with each of the four items with small percentages of
disagreement for each item indicating that media and software needs of Sandy Grove
Elementary are limited to a small group of teachers.
Table 6
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Research Question 2
In which areas do educators feel they would benefit from technology professional
development?
In order to address this question, teachers responded to 15 self report Likert-type
items in section two of the STNA survey instrument. This section was divided into the
following two additional subconstructs:
l . Instruction
2. Planning
Teachers were asked to respond to statements about each subconstruct on a five
point scale ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree." For this section of the
survey, a "positive" response (agree or strongly agree) indicates a need for that particular
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item, while a "negative" response (disagree or strongly disagree) indicates that this need
has been satisfied.
Instruction
This subsection of the STNA survey examines the extent to which respondents
felt that they would benefit from technology related professional development in specific
areas related to instruction. Seven items were use to identify specific areas identified in
the literature review related to appropriate uses of technology.
Findings from Table 7 below suggests a strong need for professional development
in the area of instruction. With the exception of item 6, over 85% of educators felt they
would benefit from professional development in 6 of the 7 areas identified. Only item 6
which addressed online security and safety had a small handful of educators (N= 10) who
did not feel that professional development in this area would benefit them.
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Planning
This subsection of the STNA survey examines the extent to which respondents
felt that they would benefit from technology related professional development in specific
areas related to planning for instruction. Eight items were use to identify specific areas
identified in the literature review related to appropriate uses of technology for planning
instruction. Results for each item are presented in Table 8 below.
As with the results for instruction, there was very little disagreement about the
desire for professional development to improve teaching practices related to using
technology to plan for instruction. Seven of the eight items clearly indicates a larger
majority (80% or more) of respondents indicating that they either agree or strongly agree
that they would benefit from professional development. Item 14, the item with the fewest
number of respondents (N=30), still indicated that 75% of those surveyed would benefit
from professional development related to the use of data to make decisions about
technology.
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Research Question 3
How do educators feel about the quality of current technology professional
development efforts?
In order to address this question, teachers responded to seven self-report items on
a five-point Likert scale in section two of the STNA survey instrument. These items were
similar to those in section one in which a "positive" response, i.e. agree or strongly agree,
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is indicative that the respondent feels this need has been satisfied; whereas, a "negative"
response, i.e. disagree or strongly disagree, indicates the respondent feels that efforts in
that area are in need of improvement.
Results for educator's perceptions towards to quality of current professional
development efforts are presented in Table 9 below. Results show that a majority of
respondents felt positively towards the first five items (shown in parentheses) indicating
more than half the school feels that profession development is determined by teachers'
needs (62.5%); is timely (60%), relevant (75%) and ongoing(75%); and that teachers
have a chance to evaluate professional development opportunities of which they are a
part (62.5%). Additionally, the results show that more respondents felt positively (N=20)
than neutral to negative (N=12) that the impact of professional development on student
learning is being tracked (item 22).
However, results also indicate that while a clear majority of teachers feel that
formative evaluation of professional development efforts are adequate, summative
evaluation, or evaluation of current professional development's impact on teacher
practice and student outcomes is an item of contention. While 50% of teachers feel that
the impact of professional development is being tracked using data on student learning
(item 22), only 40% agree or strongly agree that the impact is being track by using data
on classroom practice (item 21). Additionally, a significant number (N=8), or 20% of
respondents, indicated that they did not know whether summative evaluation, i.e. items
21 and 22, was taking place or not.
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In answer to research question 3, "How do staff members feel about the quality of
current technology professional development efforts?", it is relatively safe to conclude
that the majority feel that data is being used to plan current professional development
opportunities; that it is relevant, timely and ongoing; and that teachers have a voice in
evaluating what's offered. But whether the impact of these efforts on teaching and
learning is being evaluated, there is disagreement.
Research Question 4
How frequently do educators feel that technology is effectively being used to
support teaching and learning?
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In order to address this question, teachers responded to self-report items on using
a "how often" Likert-type response set in Section III of the STNA survey instrument.
Items 1-15 in this section are aligned with items 1-15 from Section II in which educators
responded the extent to which they felt they would benefit from professional
development. Items 16- 23 examine the extent to which information and communication
technologies (ICT) are being used by students to enhance learning. As a whole, Section
III examines staffs and students' current use of technology teaching and learning,
"focusing on teacher implementation of research-based, technology-enhanced
instructional strategies in the classroom, and student use of information and
communication technologies in the classroom." (Com, 2008, p. 25).
Teachers were asked to respond to statements about classroom practices on a five
point Likert-type scale ranging from "daily" to "never." As with the previous sections,
for this section of the survey, a "positive" response is indicated by the choices "daily" or
"weekly", while a "negative" response is indicated by the choices "once per grading
term" and "never." A positive response for this item indicates that
Instruction
This subsection to Section II examines how and to what extent teachers use
technology to enhance instructional practices. Results shown in Table 10 (below) indicate
that the majority of teachers report that they frequently use technology, either on a daily
or weekly basis, to: identify, locate, and evaluate technology resources (60%); collect and
analyze student assessment data (60.5%); include technology-enhanced, learner-centered
teaching strategies in their lessons (65%); apply policies to enhance online security and
safety (60%); differentiate instruction for special needs students (70%). Taken together
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with their matching results from section II, these findings indicate that while educators
may feel that professional development in these areas would prove beneficial, it may only
be needed for a small number of staff members who reported that they do not
demonstrate these practices on a frequent basis.
Table 10
Frequency of Technology Use to Enhance Instruction
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Planning
This subsection to Section II examines how and to what extent teachers use
technology to enhance teaching practices related to planning. Results shown in Table 11
indicate that the majority of teachers report that theyfrequently demonstrated the
following technology related practices, either on a daily or weekly basis, in order to:
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support and increase their professional productivity (77.5%); communicate and
collaborate with other educators (75%); reference both content and student technology
standards in their lesson plans (62.5%); and use multiple data sources for reflecting on
practice (55%). Results for these items take together with their aligned items from the
Section II suggest that while professional development in theses areas me be
The majority of teachers reported that they infrequently, i.e. on a monthly basis or
less, demonstrated the following technology related practices to: communicate and
collaborate with families about school programs and student learning (62.5%); do
research or action research projects to improve technology enhanced lessons (67.5%); use
multiple sources of data to make decision about technology (55%); and use technology to
participate in professional development activities (55%).
Table l l
Frequency of Technology Use for Planning
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Student Use of Information and Communication Technologies OCT)
This subsection to Section II examines the frequency students effectively use ICT
to enhance learning. Results shown in Table 12 indicate that the majority of teachers
report that students frequently, either on a daily or weekly basis, perform the following
activities: use a variety of technologies (70%); use technology to help solve problems
(62.5%); and use technology to support higher-order thinking (67.5%). These results
suggest that although these items are not pressing needs for Sandy Grove, there is room
for improvement.
Two of the items from this section, items l 7 and 19, indicate areas in which
technology is used on a limited basis. The majority of teachers reported that students
infrequently, i.e. on a monthly basis or less, perform the following activities: use
technology during the school day to communicate and collaborate with others, beyond
the classroom (57.5%); and use the same kinds of tools that professional researchers use
(52.5%). These two items may present areas of concern which may need to be addressed
through professional development.
It is important to note that the mode for items 19 and 20 was the response "do not
know", and showed that a large percentage of respondents, 27.5% and 25% respectively,
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either did not recognizes a key term or terms from the question, or did not have sufficient
information to respond. This suggest that a quarter or more of the staff are not fully
informed about whether or not their students have use the same kinds of tool professional
researchers use, or that their student are using technology to work on projects that
approach real world applications of technology.
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Research Question 5
What do educators feel is the impact that technology is having on teacher practice
and learner outcomes?
In order to address this question, teachers responded to 8 Likert-type items in
Section IV of the STNA survey instrument. This section examines the extent to which
teacher believer that the impact of technology use has resulted in improvement in both
teaching practice and learning outcomes.
Impact on Teaching Practice
This subsection of Section V examines the extent to which teachers felt that as a
result of the use of technology, their practices have improved in that their instruction is
more student-centered and interactive. Other expected shifts are their emphasis on:
teacher uses of technology skills to support instruction, student use of productivity tools,
and use of technology as integral parts of teaching strategies.
Results from Table 13 indicate a positive impact on teaching practices for the
majority of teachers on 3 of the 4 items. Item 1 shows that the majority of teachers
(77.5%) believe their teaching practice is more student-centered and interactive when
they incorporate technology. For items 2 and 4 respectively, the majority also believe
that their practice emphasizes teacher use of technology skills (75%) and student use of
technology as an integral part of instructional strategies (70%). These finding suggest that
while there is room for improvement, technology is having the desire impact on teaching
practice in these areas. Item 3 may indicate an area of concern.
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Impact on Student Learning
This subsection deals with the extent to which the impact of technology has
improved student learning outcomes. As a result of shifts in teacher practices mentioned
in the previous section, we should expect to see shifts in student outcomes as well. These
outcomes will be apparent when teacher begin to see students who are more confident,
socially aware and positive about the future; are more independent in their learning; are
willing to work more collaboratively; are more engaged; and ultimately achieve greater
academic success.
Results from the STNA show that the majority of educators are reporting that
these outcomes are already present. Not a single respondent felt strongly negative
towards these items and the percentages of respondents who felt positively towards these
items are as follows: students have become more socially aware, confident and positive
(67.5%); students are becoming independent learners and self starters (72.5%); students
work more collaboratively (70%); students are more engaged (87.5%); and students have
achieved greater academic success (77.5%).
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Impact on Student Leaming
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Study Summary
Given the potential of technology to enhance teaching and learning (Ringstaff &
Kelley, 2002), the power to act as a "catalyst for change" (Culp, Honey, & Mandinach,
2003), and the need to prepare students to live, learn and work successfully in an
increasingly digital age (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2003), there is little surprise
that schools have been investing in technology. Unfortunately, technology has been an
expensive and continual investment (Benton Foundation, 2003). Added to that, the
impact of technology on student achievement is still an item of great debate. Recent
federal mandates and public demand have led to increasing pressures on schools to show
results and to justify such heavy expenses (McNabb, Hawkes, & Rouk, 1999).
Hoke County Schools in North Carolina, and specifically Sandy Grove
Elementary, has followed these national trends in its recognition of technology's
potential, its increasing investment, and its need to justify this expense with hard
evidence that technology is having the desired impact on teaching and learning. Sandy
Grove is still in the early stages of its evaluation process and currently there is little hard
data concerning the impact of program efforts on teaching and learning. The purpose of
this study, then, was gather an early assessment of where Sandy Grove stood in its
current efforts to integrate technology into the classroom, what impact these efforts were
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having on teachers and students, and what is needed to move forward. With the aim of
determining Sandy Grove's technology needs, the following research questions emerged:
6. What environmental factors do educators feel are either supporting or impeding
the use of technology?
7. In which areas do educators feel they would benefit from technology professional
development?
8. How do educators feel about the quality of current technology professional
development efforts?
9. How frequently do educators feel that technology is being effectively used to
support teaching and learning?
l 0. What do educators feel is the impact that technology is having on teacher practice
and learner outcomes?
The answers to these questions are intended to inform staff and building level
decision makers of the school's technology needs, to guide future technology related
decisions and initiatives, and to provide baseline data to measure the impact of these
decisions and initiatives on teaching and learning.
A review of the literature identified several components that are needed to ensure
that a school's investment in technology will result effective teaching practices and
student use of computers and have the desired impact teaching and learning. To begin
with, teachers and students need a supportive environment for technology use. A
supportive environment consists of several components: a strong technology leader with
a vision for technology use; a stakeholder-developed plan for technology that is
adequately funded, monitored and evaluated; ready access to quality hardware, software,
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and networking; and technology support staff. Additionally, schools need quality
professional development that is relevant, timely, and ongoing and is being evaluated
before, during and after implementation. With these components in place, the schools
will more likely witness effective uses of technology by teachers and students that
ultimately leads to improved teaching practice and student achievement.
In order to assess the technology needs of Sandy Grove Elementary, the extent of
its current practices, and technology's impact on teaching and learning, a survey of Sandy
Grove's educators was conducted. The instrument chosen was the School Technology
Needs Assessment (STNA) developed by the University of North Carolina at Greensboro
(UNCG) and recommended in both the North Carolina State Technology Plan and North
Carolina's IMPACT Guidelines for Media and Technology Programs. The web-based
survey was implemented and interpreted according to the guidelines provided by the
SERVE Center and UNCG and results were presented using absolute and relative
frequencies along with a color-coded bar chart to assist with visually interpreting the
data.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The purpose of this study had three main objectives and was conducted for the
following purpose:
1. To identify potential school technology needs of Sandy Grove Elementary.
2. To provide baseline data to determine growth and measure the success of
future program initiatives, and;
3. To provide recommendations for future planning of technology related
professional development, policies, or resource allocation.
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This section will address objectives l by discussing conclusions reached about the
technology needs of Sandy Grove Elementary based upon the findings from the STNA
survey, as well as the researcher's prior knowledge of the research setting. Objective 3
will be addressed by making recommendations based upon the conclusions reached form
the STNA findings. Regarding objective 2, the results from this STNA will provide
baseline data for comparison with future surveys in order to measure growth and
improvement over time.
Potential Areas of Need
Findings from this study suggest that, overall, teachers work in an environment
where technology is supported by a number of components found to be necessary for
promoting effective technology use by teachers and students. Although there is definite
room for improvement, teachers generally felt that strong leadership, a vision for
technology use and a plan for achieving that vision, and access to a variety of adequate
technology resources were in place. However, despite this relatively supportive
environment, there are a few areas of concern that may need to be addressed by the
administration.
Incentives may be needed. Perhaps it should come as no surprise that material and

non-material incentives offered for technology innovators should present an area of
concern. According to a 2007 State Technology Report, North Carolina had no official
statewide policies for offering "professional or financial incentives to use technology" for
teachers or administrators (EPE Research Center, 2007, p. 4). Findings from the STNA
indicate general disagreement as to whether incentives are being offered at all. This may
suggest that only a handful of educators are being offered or have access to incentives,
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while others are being overlooked; or perhaps that current incentives, especially material
incentives, are felt to be inadequate by a large percentage of the staff. With the
importance of these incentives for promoting teacher buy-in to technology programs;
increasing attendance in technology related professional development; and increasing
teacher morale, self-esteem and motivation, this is an area that Sandy Grove may need to
address, especially for those reluctant to adopt new practices or technology resources or
for those using technology on a frequent basis only for mandated administrative tasks
such as grading, attendance, of data collection and analysis.
More support from technology staff may be needed. Despite having a full time
technology facilitator and technology assistant, as well as a four district technicians,
findings from the survey suggests that support staff for technology may not be meeting
the needs of teachers at Sandy Grove Elementary. Research from the ACOT project
found that when teachers were in the early stages of technology adoption, teachers' needs
focused primarily on technical support, but as their skills and proficiency expanded, and
their use of technology for instruction became more sophisticated, instructional support
became just as important ( as cited in Ringstaff & Kelley, 2002). For those teachers
already reluctant or hesitant to use technology, or even for those open to change, the
perception that technology support is not readily available when needed is a serious
deterrent for teachers considering whether or not to investing time and energy into
integrating technology into their teaching. A lack of solid staff support could potentially
undermine other efforts taken by the school to achieve the desired outcomes and impact
on teaching and learning.
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Targeted technology related professional development would be beneficial.
Among the four sections of the STNA, professional development stood out as an area in
which there was the greatest consensus by respondents. Despite the fact that a large
majority of respondents reported that they would benefit from professional development
for nearly every item, it may not be an immediate concem in those areas where high
frequencies of use was reported by the majority of teachers such as locating and
evaluating technology resources, differentiating instruction, or using technology to
increase productivity. Areas more likely indicate a strong need for professional
development are those in which a large number of teachers reported little to no use. The
findings suggest professional development may more likely be needed in areas such as
helping teachers to apply performance based assessment, use research techniques to
improve their practice, communicate with families, as well as incorporating student
activities that use authentic tools or allow them to work with students beyond the
classroom.
Better communication is needed. Specific items were included in this survey to
measure whether or not technology is being used to communicate with families and the
community about school programs, and findings suggest that, from a leadership
standpoint, it is; but when it comes to whether or not leaders are communicating with
educators about technology programs, the results are not quite as positive. Although no
specific items measure this aspect, a number of items about administrative functions of
the technology program, functions such as budgeting and evaluation, have not been
communicated to a large percentage of the staff. In many instances, 20% or more of
those surveyed did not have enough information to form an opinion. Conversely, teachers
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report that they are using technology to communicate and collaborate with staff, but when
it comes to parents, nearly over half of staff members reported infrequent use, and many
staff members reported never using technology to reach out to families.
Further investigation is needed. Although findings from the STNA show a staff
consensus on a number of issues, there remain many areas related to a supportive
environment for technology and professional development in which the staff opinion is
divided. These areas touch upon the issues of incentives, technical and instructional
support staff, access to computers and media, budgeting, and tracking of professional
development's impact. While no program is likely to meet every single need of every
teacher, findings suggests these areas need to be investigated further to determine why
the staff has mixed feeling about this issue, how teachers who felt negatively about this
issue can be better supported, whether or not this is an issue that needs to be addressed on
a school-wide level.
Recommendations
The following section provides a summary of recommendations based on findings
from this study and the potential areas of concern that have been identified above. These
recommendations reflect findings from both the literature review and the researcher's
own experiences as an educator in the research setting.
Consider examining the incentive/reward structure for technology use. Sandy
Grove may need to examine its current incentives/reward structure for teachers to ensure
that all teachers feel their efforts will be valued and appreciated when they have gone
beyond the minimum requirements for technology use. Non-material incentives that were
identified in the literature review as possible strategies include, but are not limited to:
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public recognition of teachers using technology at staff meetings, articles in a local paper
or district newsletter, opportunities to attend state or national technology conferences, or
release time from class for planning, risk-free practice of new skills, or visiting
classrooms to observe effective technology practices. Material incentives might include
stipends or bonuses to attend technology-related professional development outside of
school, additional classroom equipment to pilot for future adoption, or tuition
reimbursement for technology-related college coursework as in the case of the study
conducted by Camp (2007).
Broaden support through traditional and non-traditional models. Given the range
of professional development desired, the diversity of needs indicated by the varying
degrees of technology use, and the concerns over inadequate technology support, Sandy
Grove may want to reconsider its approach to technology staff development and support.
This past year, professional development focused primarily on training of administrative
tools and two sessions of basic skills training on SmartBoard use. McKenzie ( 1999)
contends that we need to deemphasize "training" and focus on "learning" through more
informal support structures such as technology mentoring, peer coaching, study groups,
classroom observation, and hands-on workshops. Online learning opportunities may also
be an additional strategy for addressing such a broad range of needs and the scheduling
and time constraints of busy teachers. Free learning management software (LMS), such
as Moodle, is ideal for creating informal online professional learning communities, while
more structured offerings can be provided through online professional development
services such as PBS's TeacherLine, UNC's Learn NC, or Atomic Learning.
Additionally, the use of technology support position evaluation tools such as the
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IMP ACT Technology Facilitator Performance Appraisal Instrument can provide insight
into areas of improvement for technology support staff.
Reconsider use of computer labs. Based upon the finding from the STNA survey,
Sandy Grove may want to consider its current use of the computer lab sessions in order to
promote uses of technology that move beyond the acquisition of basic skills commonly
targeted in computer- assisted instructional software and to uses that are more aligned to
the goals of 21 st Century Skills targeted in both the district's technology and strategic
plan. Findings from the survey indicate areas of infrequent use of technology to
communicate and collaborate with peers, work on projects that approach real-world
applications, and create and present new ideas and representations of information. These
skills are cited by both the Partnership for 21 st Century Skills (2003) and the National
Education Technology Standards for Students (ISTE, 2007). Given the current rigid
structure of technology use during computer labs sessions, Sandy Grove may want to
consider freeing either one or both of the scheduled computer lab days from the computer
assisted instructional (CAI) delivery model that focuses on math and language arts basic
skills, and using this time to address more sophisticated skills such as the National
Educational Technology Standards for Students (NET-S). In order to facilitate this
process, it is recommended that collaborative planning be established between teachers
and a technology facilitator to address more authentic applications and skills that are
aligned both to the NET-S, the district's pacing guide, and the state's standard course of
study. Classworks can still be used to differentiate instruction and remediate students on
basic skills in a classroom setting, provided a sufficient number of computers are present.
Another more subtle, and perhaps less severe, alternative is the incorporation during
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Classworks lab time of the Classworks embedded projects that more closely model
authentic technology applications. This approach could serve as a transition from the CAI
model to a more authentic approach that better address 21 st century skills and uses of
technology.
Prepare to IMPA CT technology. A number of areas of concern mentioned in the
previous section--concems such as such a lack of communication, professional
development, technology support, and the need for a more in-depth study--can be
addressed through the adoption of the IMPACT model for medial and technology
programs. The presence of a fully developed model that incorporates strategies for
creating a supportive environment for technology use, a more robust approach to
professional development, and tools for the evaluation of program components, can
provide the guidance and initial structure that is needed for more accurately assessing and
addressing the school's technology needs and the limitations of the current study.
According to the IMPACT Guidelines for Media and Technology Programs (Public
Schools of North Carolina, 2005), the first step in this process would be a school-wide in
service to create an awareness of the benefits of the IMPACT model as well a focus on
the flexibility, change and collaboration that will be required to implement the model. In
addition, a Media/Technology Advisory Committee (MTAC) would need to be formed to
conduct a full-scale readiness assessment in order to more accurately gauge teacher skill
level; hardware, software, media and network capacity and resources; scheduling needs;
curriculum mapping and pacing guides; and the existing budget. With the necessary
components in place, Sandy Grove could begin to create collaborative planning times
between teachers and technology support staff for creation and evaluation of
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multidisciplinary units of instruction that integrate technology/information skills across
the curriculum.
Areas of Further Inquiry
Aside from the recommendations in the previous section for using additional
methods to assess the technology program at Sandy Grove Elementary, questions arose
during this study that present avenues for further investigation. These questions are
simply presented as they were noted by the researcher throughout this project and do not
follow in any specific order of importance or sequence in which they arose.
1. Despite findings in the literature by O'Dwyer, Russel, & Bebell (2004) about
the impact of teachers' beliefs and their openness to change has on the extent
and types of technology use, why was this construct excluded from the
survey?
2. How is it possible for a majority of teachers to report that their practices when
using technology are both student-centered and teacher-centered, and
emphasize both productivity tools and project-based cooperative learning?
This seems like an either/or proposition, though more so for the former than
the latter. Does this construct attempt to measure a shift in teacher practice by
providing a "before" and "after" item set?
3. To what extent is flexible access and equitable access mutually exclusive? By
opening up a computer lab so that teachers could access it on a more flexible
basis, it seems to follow that teachers who felt more comfortable using
technology would use the lab on a regular basis, while others would not,
resulting in inequitable access for students.
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Limitations of Study
1. Because STNA collects perceptive data, results only depict how staff members
think or feel about a given item and are therefore subject to individual biases and
Opllllons.
2. Mathematical analysis of this descriptive quantitative data is limited to reporting
the absolute and relative frequencies, as well as reporting on the mode of the data
sets. A more rigorous mathematical analysis, such as the standard normal curve
distributions suggested by Jenifer Com (personal communication, June 16th,
2008) would provide a more precise measurement to use for interpreting the data
sets.
3. The School Technology Needs Assessment makes no attempt to measure the
teachers' beliefs as they relate to technology, a factor which has been found in the
literature to directly impact teacher and student uses of technology. (O'Dwyer,
Russel, & Bebell, 2004)
4. Finally, STNA provides only a small snapshot of a technology program and its
impact. Additional quantitative and qualitative data collection methods from
teacher interviews, school technology inventories, focus groups, and classroom
observations would provide a more accurate picture of Sandy Grove's technology
program and its needs.
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Appendix A
STNA Survey
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technology. e.g., e�ternal grants, collaboration with community
or parent group&. mpport from bu.sinesses.

SJ

1

1 ) Ie.acher; and other ;taff members support the schocl cechnolcgy
plan.

C

5

--

:.... I

13) The amount cfmoney budgeted for techuclogy resources is

:ir,

I

10) The school technology plan is morutcred and updated at lea&t
once a year.
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3
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1
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-

1
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-
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C

20 Mobile computer, can be flexibly ;che-duled to pronde equitable

--

-_,. -_5 I....- 5

3

--

-� 2 --

--

-

V.

-_,. - 5 -_5

1

19) Computer labs can be flex:ibly ;cheduled for equimble acce;s to
resource, and instrnction. (Lea,.-e mis 1tem blank 1f your school
bas no computer labs.)
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3
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1

3

6
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V.
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1
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I

1

C
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;,,:

-- i --
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.r.

=3

=2
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acces; to resource, and in;t11.1ction. (Lean this item blank 1f your
schocl has no computer lab,.)

.,... ]

I

U) The media center can be t1.exibly :-.cheduled to pro,;ide equitable
acce,, to rescurcer. and instruction_
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:jj

�.

;fJ

�

--111 my school. ... ,
a-;·ail.able for their u.c,e, e.g .. ccmputers. digital cameras.
projectJ.on devices. scannef_ '., printers_

22) Electrnnic S)",tems for ccmmunicating within the ,,ch cl are

::,

;,;

"'

adequate. e.g .. e-mail among teachers and staff. uer,vcrk dri,·es to
upload lesson plans and grades to the main office.

23) Electronic sy;rems for communicating with families and the

community are adequate. e.g .. e-mail. teacher, and. er schcol �Neb
page�.

§-
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:/)

:::,

!,

'.:,

"'2

,::;
::,

-::i

:.,

':.I,

1

1

.,"

':l,1

<

adapt.i•;e and asi.i5tt\"e de,ices.

--

26)

e-acheg have ready access t:::> technical support. e.g.. to
trnul::le�hoot hardware or scftwue problem;, maintain ,y,tem;_

--

1

"'

�lj

4;:; c�
7

�

-- 2 --

l

--

l

2

1

1

.,.,
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-- =2

25) Students ·,,;ith disabilities ha,·e apprcpriate and adequate acce',S tc
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0
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-_6
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5
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5
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l

_,6,

1

-- 2 ·-- l -
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5

-- ?

1
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--� --

s

-0

_.!
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0
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27) Library media coordinator tlild or media assistant pcsitLcn; are
adequately staffed.

--

28) Iechnclogy facilitator and,'01" technology assistant pcsiticos are

--

19) Teacher; and students haYe ready access tc proclucti,ity software.
e.g .. graphic organizer. word prnces-!.rng. slide pi-esenration.. or
drawing applications.

- 3 -- - -- I -- 2 - 5 -- ;

adequately sta.ffed.

,.,

--

--

:J

Q.

--

24) Reliability alld spe-ed of extemal cconections at"e sufficient. e.g ..

connections to the Internet. culine database-:,, and ether resources.

-

.,:::!

er. -(

21) Ieacher; and srudents haYe sufficLeut computer hard\;;are

l::
.2

':n

30) Teachers h::t·,e ready access to a catalcgmg ,y;tem they can use
for ,;earchrng and lccaring reaching matenal!..

31)

eacheF, and ,tudeuts ha•;e ready access tc a geed collection of
print, multimedia. and electronic re�ource,.

31) When educators are selecting resource media and ;oft.vare. they
-cons.ider both the curriculum and the needs oi leamen.
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II. Professional Development
Selecting Responses - Section IT
1. For each item. check the box below the rec;pom,e that best matche-, ho,v much you agree with the
statemett - ··Strongly Agree." ''Agree." "Disagree." or ··strongly Disagree.'·
If you do not haw enough i11fonnat1on to form an opmion about the topic of an item. select ·'Do Kot
Know.'·

1

3. If you have et: ough 111formation to form at opinion b 1t are ;,imply split between '·Agree·· and ·'Disagree.·
select 'St>ither Agree nor Disagree.'·

,.,
� t

1J
1J

�

-

Research.based practices I can use in my teachi ng.

D

2)

Identificat.ion. lccaticn. and eYaluaticn oi technology resources.
e.g .. website',, that I can use with my �tudents.

0

3)

Pe1·formance-based student asses ;ment of my ;rudents.

D

-l-)

The use c-f techn-ology to collect and analyze ;tudent as-;e;sment
data.

Q

.::,
JI

§!�
"'
:-::.

�

':n
:7i <

1)

r

J
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··I would benefit from professional development 011 ... ·•
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CJ 3
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D4
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7.

t5

C

06

:

06

:

06

-- :

-

:.2

06

5)

Leamer-centered teacb.mg st ategies that inc rpcrate rechnclogy,
e.g .. prc1ect-based er cocperati\·e leamr.ng.

D

6)

Online ,;ecurity and ':.afety.

D

7)

The u;,e cf technology for differentiating instrncrion for student;
WLth special leam ing needs.

0,

8)

l:;es of technology tc increa',e my profe,siona! prcducri':ity.

0,

03

D4

9)

�;vays to use technology to commU!lJ.care and collaborate with
fatn1lie; about schcol programs and ;rudenr leaming.

D

-, --

CJ 3

D4

---

10) ',\'ays t use technology to co1lltlltt.Wcate and <:ollaborate •;.·ith
ether educators.

D

--

2

OJ

D4

--

:

06

11) Alignment of les;on plans to content stancl.uds and ;tudent
technology ;tandard;,.

0 '

-- 2

03

04

-

-

:

06

12) l:'.e cf re;,ea ch c-r action research projects to Lmpro•;e
technok;,g)·-enhanced clas.,room practices.

0

--

03

D4

:

C&

13) l,';e cf chta for ret1ecting on my professional pracnces.

0

:1 3

04

:

06

l➔) l:;e cf data to make dec1sicm about the use oi technclogy.

D

OJ

O.s

---:...

:

15) l:;e cf technology to participate iu pt:cfe%10tllll denlopment
actL•;ities. e.g. online work;hop':,. haud;.co training in a
computer lab.
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•U

lJ
3 51
'P. <

--rn my school. .. "
16) Educator� in charge of profe�sioual de·,elcpment u�e data from
tead1ier;' need; asses;meots to derermme technc!ogy
prcfess1ooal de....-elopment topic'> and a·cti'nries.

D

17) Technology profe�siooa! de•.·elopment is nmely.

D

�

1 S) Technology prcfes;.1ona1 de..-elop uem is relevant.

D

l

,:;
>

19) Technology prcfe;;.ional de•;elopmem is cngcing.

[j

,

�::,

20) Teachers ha•,·e an opportunity tc e\·:iluate technolcgy
professional denlopment acti•:ities in which they participate.

D

1

21) The impact oftechnclogy professional dei:elopmeut � tucked
u;iug d:irn 011 da,uoom practice.

D

·,

22) The impact oi technology prnfessicnal des:e!opmeot is tracked
ming darn 011 student learning.
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m. Teaching and Leaming
Sdectiug Respomes - Se-ction ill
1. For each irem. check tl e box below the respo1 se that come,. closest to indicaring ho,v often you do the
described activuy - ··Daily." \\teekly.·· and so on_
2.

fyou do not haw enoug:h i11fom1ano11 to select a number response for at item. selec ·'Do ::---ot Know.··

:,.

--111 the settings \Vhere I work \\·ith chilch·en... "

'""
�

�

L

�
�

�

�"'

0..
er,

:..,

�
;::

-:,

c.. ;;
'-'

:::

-��

.i::;
'-' '-'

,:

;.,:

c

.,;.>

z

.,
z

C

0

I consult publicauons. onhne jcu1nals. or other resources to
idennfy reseat'ch-based practice; I c:,n use in reaclllng with
technology.

0

.

02

03

o�

�)

I identify. locate. and ernluate technology resoun:es. e.g..
websites.

0'

0:

CJ

o� □ .;

-_5

3)

I apply pet'fcrmauce-based srudem asse5,ment to technologyenhanced lessons. e.g.. srudent port:olios, student presentations.

0'

02

03

c�

C

_5

�)

I use t-echnolcgy l'egularly to collect and analyze student
ai.sessment data.

0

02

03

� "'

C 5

5)

::>.iy lessons include tecbnclogy-enhanced. learaer-c,eurered
teaching m-ategies. e.g.. project-ba.;;ed !eaming.

0'

02

Do

□, □ 5 -_5

safety.

I apply pohcies and practices to euh:,nce onune security and

0

0:

03

□,

0

7)

I use technology tc difforeutiate in�tmct1on for srodent5 with
special learning need;.

0

□:

03

CJ "

□ 5 -_;

S)

I use technology tc suppo1t and increa;e my profe;;ion:il
pre ducri·;ity.

□

0:

03

o�

Os

9)

I u.�e technology· tc ccmmuni:ate and collaborate wi,h families
about school prcgrams and student leammg.

0

02

03

O,

0

;

= d

10) I use technolcg:; to ccmmuuicate and collaborate with other
educators.

□,

02

03

o�

0

5

-- 5

-

11) ::-..[y les;ou plans refer to both content smn.d:trds and student
techuologv ;tandard;.

□

□2

03

O,

0

5

-_s

..
=c:

12) I de research or acticu research projecr; to impl'o-,e technology-

□

0:

Do

0.::.

�
w

5

-�;

□

02

C: 0

::J

4

....!

;

-- 5

□

02

� 3

CJ �

---'

□

□z

i::.

-- -

CJ

1)

�
-,;

6)

-

enhancec! clas;rcom practices.

13) I use multiple '>ources of data for reflecting cu prnfessioual
pracnce.

l�) I use multiple ;ource; of data to make decisicos abom the use ::,i
technology.

15) I w.e technolcgy tc participate in profe;sk,ual de-,elopmeut
•
hand;,-co training in a
actn·ities. e.g. online 1..-ork;hops.
computer lab.
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..,,

2

..:::

:,.

-§

..:.<

"In the settings where I \\'Ork \Vith chilch'en ... "

�

�

t" �-

;j

0

/.

c

�

-c

□2

Os

CJ _.

,c...!

5

-- 0

□2

Ci S

c ..

0

5

-- 5

:.,
:.,

£

�
,..._ �

'-'

�"

/

8

16) Stuclellis use a ·,ariety cf technologie;. e.g .. productinry. ·
n.malization.. re&earch. and communic:.ltlcn tocl,.

□

C

1 7) Studems t�e technology duJ"ing the schocl day tc communicate
and collabcrare with other,,_ beyond T� classrcom.

□

:.,

1 S) Studenrs t�e technclogy to access online resource& ;iud
inforllllltiou as a pan of das&ro-om acti•:ities.

□'

02

Os

0.::

05

-- 5

19) Studeurs use the same ki nds of tcols that pro-fess tonal
reseaJ'chers use. e.g., ;imuluious. data a�es. ;atellite image17-

□ ' □2

Os

o ..

C

;

- 0

�O) 5.tudeu s work on ted.mology-enhauced prcJect;. that approach
real-wcrld :tpphcations of technology.

□, □2

Os

Os

-- 0

� 1) Students use technology to help scl-.-e prnclems.

□ ' □2

::1) Students use technology to support higher-on:ler thinking. e.g ..
analysis. '>y'llthesis. and evaluation oi ideas and tnfo1mation.

□

.::3) Student; use technclogy to create new ideas and representations

□

""·Q
""§
,=
::;

2

-;;

;

=

-

_,

�"'
ii
::

2

of information.
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n·. Impact of Technology
Selectu g Responses - Section IV
1.

For each item. check the box below the re&po1 .,,e that best matche.,, ho\v mud.1 you agree \\-·ith tie
&tatement • ··strongly Agree." ''Agree." ''Di-,agree." or ''Strongly Di.,.agree.··
If you do not haw enough infonnanou to form an opuuon about the topic of an 1tem. select ..Do Kot
Knov.-.··

3. If you haYe· euough mformation to form an opinion but are -.imply split between "Agree.. and "Disagree . ..

,,elect ·se-irher Agree nor Disagree.··

�

f:: ;p
_,)
:.tj

;..

E

�)

··fa tl1e settings \.vhere I \vork with children ... .,

< ::i)
,.
:; "'

'•

�

z,;

<

=t,

7.

�

0
C:

1)

My teaching I.S mere student-ceurered and mrerncw.-e wheu
te-ch.uology 1s integrated into 1u�trnction.

CJ :

-- : -- l

2)

My teaching prnctice, emphasize teacher uses of tech.uclogy
skills tc sup-po11 1ustrncnon.

0

CJ :

3)

My teaching practice; empha�ize �tude-nt uses of p-coducfr::iry
applications. e.g.. word procesrn1g. ,preadsheet.

CJ

Q

4)

::>.-fy teaching prnctices emphasize ;,rudent uses of tech.uclogy a;
an integrnl part cf ,;pecific teaching �tr:uegie,. e.g.. project-based
er cocpei-ati•;e Iearrung.

0 '

C :

-- !

5)

Techn logy ha; helped my students become more sccially
aware. confideut. and positive about their future.

):J :

c::! :

-- 3

6)

Technology ha; helped my students beccme independent
learners and self-srnrte1·s.

CJ :

:J :

-- l

'-

7)

Technobgy ha; helped my students wcrk more collabornti,;ely.

D t

[j

:

i!

S)

Technology ha� increa�ed my 5tudems engagement in thelr
learrnng.

':J

--

9)

Tec!mology ha; helped my student, achie-.-e greater academic
succes,.

,::J

,
:;:;
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:::

::fJ
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-
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§
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WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Human Subject� Institutional Re·,iew Board
...\.PPLIC.\.TIO�- FOR PROJECT REYII:"1. REQUIRED HU:.\I...\.N srBJI:CTS "IB-BASI:D TR�I�-G ...\.T
,,,·ww.citiprogram.org must be completed before HSIRB can approYe this protocol.

II. PROJECT TITLE: An Elementary School Case Study of
Technology Implementation
III. l�YESTIGATOR I�FOR:\IATIO�
,Y;\Ir l:,\TYES TIGAT0RS
PRll\"CIPAL L"'\,'l:STIG...\.TOR OR ...\.DYISOR
Name: Robert Leneway
Department: EDT
Title:
Assistant Professor
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Email Address: bobleneway@wmich.edu
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Home Phone:
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Date of submi'>5ion to funding: agency:

YII. RESEARCH SITE(S)

Site(r.) and organizatiom i.nvol,;ed in data collection and-or research acriY-ity: \oVMU.
Sa dy Grove Ele entary
Letters of approYal from proje-cr site officials:
will be sumitted when si'e is approved by SIRS
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YIII. Proto,ol Outline
Prepare and anach a proposal that follows the outline belQ\.v. NLYl:BER YOUR PAGES Do not

submit your the5is or dissertation proposal. grant application. etc. Please re....-iew your proposal
and mark each box below \Vith a GBl following reYiew of that section.
�ABSTR.\CT: One- page maximum.
�Pl""R.POSE/B..\CKGROl�D 11\"FOR\L.\ TIOl\":

�SUBJI:CT R:ECRL1T::\f£:'.\"T: Describe in detail how you intend to contact and recmit
participant!:>. Attach all written advertise111<:·nts. poster!:> and oral recrnitment scripts.
IZ]Th"FOR\IED CO:'.\"SE:'.\"T PROCESS: Describe the process by which infonued consent
v,ill be obtained. If the participant is a child or mentally challenged. explain how the
parent(s)iguardian(s) will be contacted for consent and bo,v the rer;earcher ,vill insure that the
participant understands and asse-nts to the rese-arch.
�RESEARCH PROCEDl""RI:: (including what exactly subject!:> will do as part of the snidy),
Ylethod of data collection., Instmmentation. Location of data collection. and Duration of the
snidy.
[gj::\IETHODOLOGY: De'>ign. Analysis. and Di.-,;semination (e.g.. the5i'>, dissertation. peer
re.-ie,ved journal. prese11t.ation).
IZ]ruSKS A..'\l) COSTS TO ...\..,D PROTECTIO:'.\"S FOR SUBJI:CTS: Describe the nature
and likelihood of pos.-,;ible risks (e.g .. phy5ical. psychological. social. economic) so far as they
are kno,vn. Risks include mild discomforts, incon,;enience5. and potential for disclosure of
sensitive infonuation. Describe measures to be taken to protect !:>ubjects from pos!:>ible rish
or discomforts.
[gjBE:l'iIFITS OF R:ESIARCH: Briefly de-,cribe the expected or kno,vn benefits of the
research. Indicate benefit!:> .-,;pecific to the research participant. longer tenu or more general
benefit�. and benefits to the kno,vledge ba1.e.
IZ]cOl\TIDE:'.\"TLUITY OF DATA:� De1.cribe precaution<, to ensure the privacy of r.ubjects
and confidentiality of information. Be explicit if data are se11sitive. De':.cribe coding
procedure<, for subject identificarion. Include the method. location and duration of data
ret -eution. (Federal regulations require data to be maintained for at least 3 years. Your
professional society may require you to keep it longer.)
IZ]APPEl\l)ICES: Attach que&tionnaires. inten-iev,, ;:,cripts. and data collection inr.trumem1.,
ere. Attach coding sheers for video- or audio-tape<, and other data colle-ction procedures.
Attach a copy of all con<,em.-'assent documents. including non--Engbh and Braille
tramlationc,, if applicable.
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IX. CO�SE�T DOCr:.\IE�T DEYELOP:.\IE�T CHECKLIST
The following infonuation mus.t be included in the coment document'>. yfark (l!J) each of the
requiremems. you have included. Omitted information must be ju5tified on a separate sheet of
paper. Sample consent documents are posted on the HSIR.B \VebPage tmder Consent-A5Sent
Document Development.

Gl:IDI:LL,IS
[g]Leave a mirumum top margm of2 mches ou all page� Submit the fina wrs1011 of he consent document
wnhout headers such as '·Draft'' or ··Appendix_...
[g]Language in the form of an invitation to participate AKD at a readmg level appropriate for he panic1pants
(Note that the mean reading level in the C'nited Sa es is 6m grade.)
[g]Do not inc.lude phrases like· I am aware" or ''I unders and'' an:,�ihere in the document.
[g]Do not include language rhar would absolve the re�earcher of responsibility for negligence
RI:Qll:RED CO:\IPOl\Il\"TS
[g]A header that includes ··w estem Michigan Uni :ersiry. Dep;mruent of _____·· (if departmental letterhead
t'> not used). Principal lnvesa.gator: (name) . Srudent Inn�st1gator: (name(s)', . and tide of the study.
C8JThe nature. purpose, and duration o.f he study
IZ!Procedures to be employed in the research; exactly what the mbject t'> expected ro do
�Risk; (hazard'>. inconveniences. discomfom) the sub1ec may undergo. so far as they are kno..-vn. and how any
risks wtll be minimized
IZ]Benefi s o the subject (and to the general subject population)
IZ]Condi ions ofparticipa ion
IZ]How confidentiality will be maintained and any limits to confidenuality
IZ]sratemem mar the panicipant can refuse to participate: stop parricipa ing at any time; or refuse to answer any
question without prejudice, penalty, or risk ofany loss ofservice he.1she would otherwise ha,;e
[gjThe researchen · names and telephone nun1bers (including the faculry advisor) as well as the followi11g
statement: "You may also comae; the Chah·, Human Subjects instin.aional Rgi•iew Board (387-8293, or the
Vice Presidemfor Resear·ch 387-8298.1 if questions or problems arise during rhe course of the muiy. "
[g]A place for date and signature of participant and a \Vitness ne. ifrequired (e.g., with sub1ecrs \Vho are not
legally competent): a place for date and signature oftran<,laror. if applicable: a place for date and signature (or
initials) ofindiYidual obtaining the con.sent. ifapphcable
�The follow111g statement mmt be included in aU con<,e11 s: "This C'onsenr dornmem has been approved/01· use
for one year by ,he Human Subjeas !ns.im!ionai Review Board (HSJR.BJ as indicmed OJ- rhe stamped dare and
signamre of ihtJ board chair in the 11pper righr comer. Do no; parricipare in this stud! if rhe sramplJd date is
oider rhan one. ear."
1

The following are only to be iudurled if appropriate:

Ou ther<? is phv'>lcal acmirv or a p-os;ib1lity of physical injury. include the sta,emeut: '"As m a!! research. ;here
ma y be unforeseen risks ro rhe participant If an acctdenrai inj111"y occw"S, appropriate emergenc y
measures will be raken; ho,re,:er, no compensa:ion or addiriona! rrearment wi!l be made avai!ab!e ro you
e.\cepr as 0£11enrise s,ared in ,his consemfonn. " Any available compens.ation or additiona treatmem
should then be specified. ifappropriate.
Ifthe research is therapeutically related. d1sclose aliemaie procedure, the subject might choose.
0Any significant nes.v finding; affecting 1irJ:s will be promptly repo:ted to the participant.
0Circ\Jlil5ra1Y.:e; under wlucb the researcher may termina,e the snb.iect · s participation
0Any additional costs the p::uticipant may h,v:<? to ear
0Comequences of the pametpant' s wtthdrnwal frcm the srudy
0Tue approxim.m mllllber of pa:tic,prum in the srudv
0Detnefmg: procedure�

□

Y,:.r:.;

R.e...u�d 15 C-:i
�SI?..B
All or.he: c.:-pi�s JD; --let�.
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X. LEYEL OF REYIE"'
� Administrative or Expedited: Thi'> project doe-, not require a foll board review
becam,e it meet<, at least one of the following criteria: data collection is anonymous
Forward the original application to the office of the research compliance coordinator.
151\V Wahvood Hall.

D Full: Fonnrd original application plus 15 copie<, to the office of the research
compliance coordinator. 251 W Walwood Hall.

If blood product<, are im·olved. you must complete and attach the HSIR.B collection of
blood and blood products form.
Your application must be in the research office by 5:00 pm on the first \Vednesday of
the mouth in order to be reviewed at the board meeting on the third Wednes.day of
that month.

XI. CERTIFICATIO:'\/SIG:'\ATrRE
I certify that the infonnatiou contained in this HSIRB application and all attachments is
true and correct. I certify that I have received approval to conduct this re<,earch from all
per<,011.<, named as collaborators and from officiah of the project 'iite5. If the Human
Subjects Institutional Review Board approves this proposal. I agree to conduct the
res.earch according to the approved protocol. I agree not to implement any change<, in the
protocol until such changes have been approved by HSIR.B. If_ during the course of the
res.earch. uuamicipated risks or ham1 to subjects are discovered. I will report them to
HSIR.B immediately

---------------------

I

Pru cipal l11ve.-,11gator.'Faculty Advisor Signature

---------------------

Date

I

Co-Pnncipal or Smdent Inve<,tigator Sig:nanrre

'-------------------Co-Pnncipal or Smdent 11 ,·estigator Signamre

--------------------Co-Principal or Smdent vestigator S1gna ue
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Date

Date

Date

Appendix C
Consent Form
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J A,N 3 1 2008
•�',.

�--:--�.I+'

J...!I

i' I t ,
•4':L...J1�·:....l..;;l•+' _, ___

FRR C�ai.r

t>rn 1ic/11 an l.huv >r 1t
Ot:pa11m,•nt of t:du ·ational Leadership. R,:si:ar�h and Technnlog�
Pri, ·ipal 1111·1:�rigawr: R1,!J1:rt Lt'ne11a_,
Student lnvc�1i :::,1wr: Shaun Kdl<>fl:(

Yl1U ,1re im ited tl, panicipare in a research prnjt'ct entitled .. An Elemental'} School Ca�e Stud�
1,11

rechn ll>g) lmpl,:mcntation .. tksigned to idt'ntil:, s1aflt..:dm0log; need.. Re:,uhs from the

'-chool fr,·h110/ogy .\'i!,•ds :I 1·J.:.1 vnenl r5iT:V. /I are intended tll hdp sd1ool-it'\,t'I <lt'cision
maker,-admi111strators. techn0lo�y fac1litators. media rnorJmator:,, or h:chnolug: commi!lt>c
mt>mhas �(,llect data 10 plan and improve uses oft ·chnolug) in teaching and k,1ming
acti\ iti.:s Tho: -;rud1 i, l"ing cnndw.:ted h} Or. Rohert I eneway and Shaun Kellogg from Weskrn
Michigan lJni\crsit). lkpartment ofFducational Leadership. Research and Teclrnolog). Thi!>
rt:�earch is bein� i.:onJucteJ as pai1 uf thc The�is n.:4uircmcnts liJr Shaun Kellog.g.
S rl\ .\ is cornpri::-eJ l f, n 1tcnh and will take appro.ximatt'I� 25 minult!�

lll

rnmpkt . Your

re.sr(ins.:-s ,, ii I be t:,impktel} anon) mous. You ma� choos · to not atl�\\Cf dll) 4ue ·lion And
simply leavt' ii blank. If you ch(AJSC to not p.irtieipa1e in this survey. you may close the \Vt:h
bro\\scr anJ exit the c,_1mputcr lab. Submitting the surH:� indicates your consent for use oflhc
answer�

)OU

�uppl). If you ha\e any 4ue:,,tions. ynu ma1 rontad Dr Rohen I ene,\ay at

(2(i')l

.�87-3-t65. Shaun Kellogg at 269-718-745-L the Human Suhject..:; lnstituti11 nal Re\ i1..·\, l:311ard
i269-'\87-829,) or tht' \ice president for research (_6\J-38i-lC<)8)
1 his rnnsent documi.:nl ha� lx ·n appron:<l for use for l'llc ) ear b� the f I urn an Sub1e1:1.,
[n,;,lltulilmal R ,, ii.:1, Bo,1rd ,i,, indicated h1 the ·tamped datl" and ,ignature or the hoard chair in
the pper right wmer. You shc1uld not partil'ipall' in this proj..:l'I it'thc :;cum�d date i:-; morel an
one � ear l,IJ
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F .

Shaun Kellogg
Monday - Januar; 21, 2008 3:03 PM
DDAWS0N@hcs.k12.nc.us
Masters Thesis Teacher Technology Survey
School Technology Needs Assessment Survey.pelf (213239 bytes)[View] [Open] [Save As]
When Convenient

Mr. Dawson,
I was hoping I could meet with you this week about potentially surveying the staff as part of my Masters Thesis. The purpose of the
survey is the assess the technology needs of a school in order to determine areas in which either professional development or
technology support is needed. I thought this would mesh nicely with HCS's strategic priority 2, goal 2 by providing data to justify and
guide decision making for future professional development.
The survey was developed by the SERVE Center at the University of North Carolina Greensboro and is intended to be used to as one
step in a readiness assessment for implementing the IMPACT Model for Median and Technology Programs. It would take teachers
and support staff approximately 20-25 minutes to complete online and we would have the results immediately.
rve attached a copy of the paper-based survey for you to look over. When would be a good time to meet and discuss potential
dates for administering the survey?
Shaun Kellogg
+
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I. Technology Operations and Concepts
Teachers demonstrate a sound understanding of technology operations and
concepts. Teachers:
A. demonstrate introductory knowledge, skills, and understanding of
concepts related to technology (as described in the ISTE National
Educational Technology Standards for Students).
B. demonstrate continual growth in technology knowledge and skills to
stay abreast of current and emerging technologies.

II. Planning and Designing Learning Environments and Experiences
Teachers plan and design effective learning environments and experiences
supported by technology. Teachers:
A. design developmentally appropriate learning opportunities that apply
technology-enhanced instructional strategies to support the diverse
needs of learners.
B. apply current research on teaching and learning with technology when
planning learning environments and experiences.
C. identify and locate technology resources and evaluate them for accuracy
and suitability.
D. plan for the management of technology resources within the context of
learning activities.

E. plan strategies to manage student learning in a technology-enhanced
environment.
III. Teaching, Learning, and the Curriculum
Teachers implement curriculum plans that include methods and strategies
for applying technology to maximize student learning. Teachers:
A. facilitate technology-enhanced experiences that address content
standards and student technology standards.
B. use technology to support learner-centered strategies that address the
diverse needs of students.
C. apply technology to develop students' higher-order skills and creativity.
D. manage student learning activities in a technology-enhanced
environment.

IV. Assessment and Evaluation
Teachers apply technology to facilitate a variety of effective assessment and
evaluation strategies. Teachers:
A. apply technology in assessing student learning of subject matter using a
variety of assessment techniques.
B. use technology resources to collect and analyze data, intrepret results,
and communicate findings to improve instructional practice and
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maximize student learning.
C. apply multiple methods of evaluation to determine students' appropriate
use of technology resources for learning, communication, and
productivity.
V. Productivity and Professional Practice
Teachers use technology to enhance their productivity and professional
practice. Teachers:
A. use technology resources to engage in ongoing professional
development and lifelong learning.
B. continually evaluate and reflect on professional practice to make
informed decisions regarding the use of technology in support of
student learning.
C. apply technology to increase productivity.
D. use technology to communicate and collaborate with peers, parents, and
the larger community to nurture student learning.
VI. Social, Ethical, Legal, and Human Issues
Teachers understand the social, ethical, legal, and human issues surrounding
the use of technology in PK-12 schools and apply those principles in
practice. Teachers:
A. model and teach legal and ethical practice related to technology use.
B apply technology resources to enable and empower learners with
· diverse backgrounds, characteristics, and abilities.
C. identify and use technology resources that affirm diversity.
D. promote safe and healthy use of technology resources.
E. facilitate equitable access to technology resources for all students.
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1. Creativity and Innovation
Students demonstrate creative thinking, construct knowledge, and develop innovative
products and processes using technology. Students:
a. apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas, products, or processes.
b. create original works as a means of personal or group expression.
c. use models and simulations to explore complex systems and issues.
d. identify trends and forecast possibilities.
2. Communication and Collaboration
Students use digital media and environments to communicate and work collaboratively,
including at a distance, to support individual learning and contribute to the learning of
others. Students:
a. interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, experts, or others employing a variety of
digital environments and media.
b. communicate information and ideas effectively to multiple audiences using a variety
of media and formats.
c. develop cultural understanding and global awareness by engaging with learners of
other cultures.
d. contribute to project teams to produce original works or solve problems.
3. Research and Information Fluency
Students apply digital tools to gather, evaluate, and use information. Students:
a. plan strategies to guide inquiry.
b. locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, synthesize, and ethically use information from a
variety of sources and media.
c. evaluate and select information sources and digital tools based on the appropriateness
to specific tasks.
d. process data and report results.
4. Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, and Decision Making
Students use critical thinking skills to plan and conduct research, manage projects, solve
problems, and make informed decisions using appropriate digital tools and resources.
Students:
a. identify and define authentic problems and significant questions for investigation.
b. plan and manage activities to develop a solution or complete a project.
c. collect and analyze data to identify solutions and/or make informed decisions.
d. use multiple processes and diverse perspectives to explore alternative solutions.
5. Digital Citizenship
Students understand human, cultural, and societal issues related to technology and
practice legal and ethical behavior. Students:
a. advocate and practice safe, legal, and responsible use of information and technology.
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b. exhibit a positive attitude toward using technology that supports collaboration,
learning, and productivity.
c. demonstrate personal responsibility for lifelong learning.
d. exhibit leadership for digital citizenship.

6. Technology Operations and Concepts
Students demonstrate a sound understanding of technology concepts, systems, and
operations. Students:
a. understand and use technology systems.
b. select and use applications effectively and productively.
c. troubleshoot systems and applications.
d. transfer current knowledge to learning of new technologies.
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